
Timekeeper Title Hours Rate Lodestar Date Description 
including time spent checking all citations, cleaning exhibits, 
and preparing to file 

Maytorena, Paralegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 7/31/2019 Sanitize and OCR exhibits in suppo1i of opposition motion for 
Dafne judgment on the pleadings 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.50 $710.00 $6,745.00 7/31/2019 continue working on MJP opposition and exs throughout day 
Thomas and meet with LH and CS about same 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 8/1/2019 continue workng on MJP opposition and exs and <lees ISO same 
Thomas and finalize same 
Straub, Associate 5.00 $575.00 $2,875.00 8/1/2019 Prepared exhibits for filing, wrote declai·ations for opposition to 
Craig JOP; created case law chaii of all states for possible summaiy 

judgement motion 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 6.00 $810.00 $4,860.00 8/1/2019 Work on omnibus opposition to mtn for judgment on the 

pleadings; RJN for same 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 6.00 $280.00 $1,680.00 8/1/2019 Read, review, cite check and input edits to Opposition to Motion 
Dafne for Judgement on the Pleadings 
Brown Paiiner 3.75 $660.00 $2,475.00 8/2/2019 conespondence w/potential FDA expe1is; review of new science 
(Roach), aiiicles on statistical significance 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.25 $710.00 $887.50 8/2/2019 review proposed sealed docs from Preinier and follow up with 
Thomas Amit R about same; pull and review science aii icles and 

circulate same 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 8/5/2019 review Preinier's response ISO sealing docs and begin 
Thomas prepai·ation oppo to same 
Brown Paiiner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 8/5/2019 conespondence regarding plaintiff depos 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 8/5/2019 Wrote Motion for Class Ce1iification including time finding 
Craig exhibits and updating case law. 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 8/6/2019 Profile expe1i retainer agreement 
Dafne 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 3.00 $280.00 $840.00 8/6/2019 Finalize deposition question summaiy 
Dafne 
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O'Reardon, Partner 0.75 $710.00 $532.50 8/6/2019 revise paiiial opposition to premier's mtn to seal 
Thomas 
Brown Paiiner 2.00 $660.00 $1,320.00 8/6/2019 coITespondence w/plaintiffs regai·ding depos 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 8/6/2019 wrote opposition motion to seal; prepai·ed plaintiff binders for 
Craig depositions; Seai·ched, coded, annotated, and collected hot 

documents and documents specific to ce1iain issues which ai·e 
anticipated to be used in future motions, depositions, and 
possibly trial; updated draft trial exhibit list 

Blood, Paiiner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 8/6/2019 Revise opposition to motion to seal. 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 8/7/2019 Prepare comiesy copy for Judge regarding response to 
Dafne declaration regarding motion to seal 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.25 $710.00 $887.50 8/7/2019 revise and finalize partial opposition to mtn to seal; meet with 
Thomas TB and PB about pltf deposition location and continue 

reseai·ching same 
Straub, Associate 5.50 $575.00 $3,162.50 8/7/2019 Seai·ched, coded, annotated, and collected hot documents and 
Craig documents specific to ce1iain issues which ai·e anticipated to be 

used in future motions, depositions, and possibly trial; updated 
draft trial exhibit list 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.25 $710.00 $2,307.50 8/8/2019 review MJP opposition filed today and meet with LH about 
Thomas same; meet with TB and CS about class ce1i brief and reseai·ch 

issues for same 
Brown Paiiner 0.75 $660.00 $495.00 8/8/2019 coITespondence regarding FDA expe1is 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 8/8/2019 Wrote Motion for Class Ce1iification including time finding 
Craig exhibits and updating case law. 
Blood, Paiiner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 8/8/2019 Review and analyze reply brief in suppo1i of motion for 
Timothy judgment on the pleadings. 
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Maytorena, Paralegal 1.00 $280.00 $280.00 8/9/2019 Review case law regarding class ce1i motion 
Dafne 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 0.25 $810.00 $202.50 8/9/2019 Discuss class cert briefing (description of claims) with CS. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 8/9/2019 meet with TB about Dr. McAlindon decl ISO class ce1i 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 7.00 $575.00 $4,025.00 8/9/2019 Wrote Motion for Class Certification including time finding 
Craig exhibits and updating case law. 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 4.00 $280.00 $1,120.00 8/12/2019 Review and edit case law regai·ding class certification 
Dafne 
Brown Paiiner 1.00 $660.00 $660.00 8/12/2019 coITespondence regai·ding plaintiff depos 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 3.25 $575.00 $1,868.75 8/12/2019 Wrote Motion for Class Certification including time finding 
Craig exhibits and updating case law. 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 4.00 $280.00 $1,120.00 8/13/2019 Review and edit case law regai·ding class certification 
Dafne 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.50 $280.00 $140.00 8/13/2019 Prepare hearing binder regai·ding hearing on motion for 
Dafne judgment on the pleadings 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 0.75 $810.00 $607.50 8/14/2019 atty meeting on upcoming briefing/issues and assignment of 

tasks 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 7.00 $810.00 $5,670.00 8/14/2019 work on class ce1i opening brief for omnibus motion covering 9 

states 
Brown Paiiner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 8/14/2019 plaintiff deposition preparation; 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 1.00 $280.00 $280.00 8/14/2019 Finalize hearing binder regarding hearing on motion for 
Dafne judgment on the pleadings 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 4.50 $710.00 $3,195.00 8/14/2019 meet with BHO team about upcoming deadlines and strategy; 
Thomas review and provide suggested edits to Dr. M class ce1i 

declaration and meet with TB about same and follow up with 
Dr. M about saine 
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O'Reardon, Partner 1.25 $710.00 $887.50 8/15/2019 review and provide suggested revisions to Dr. M class ce1i 
Thomas declaration and follow up with Dr. M about same 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 7.00 $810.00 $5,670.00 8/15/2019 work on class ce1i opening brief and suppo1iing declarations 

Brown Paiiner 1.50 $660.00 $990.00 8/15/2019 conespondence regarding plaintiff declarations, call w/plaintiffs 
(Roach), for depo preparation 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 10.50 $575.00 $6,037.50 8/15/2019 Plaintiff call regarding deposition; Created chaii for all states' 
Craig case law to be used as an exhibit to Class Ce1iification of all the 

related cases. 
Blood, Paiiner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 8/16/2019 Plan & Prepai·e for hearing on motions for judgment on the 
Timothy pleadings. 
Brown Paiiner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 8/16/2019 deposition Preparation for plaintiffs, conespondence regarding 
(Roach), plaitniffs depos 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 8/16/2019 Wrote Motion for Class Ce1iification including time finding 
Craig exhibits and updating case law. 
Brown Paiiner 1.25 $660.00 $825.00 8/18/2019 conespondence w/plaitniffs regarding depositions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 8/19/2019 Client communications regarding declarations for class ce1i ; 
Craig wrote class ce1i brief including time finding and developing 

exhibits 
Brown Paiiner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 8/19/2019 plaintiff deposition Preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 8/19/2019 Work on supplemental response to inten ogato1y 
Timothy 
MacPherson, Of 1.50 $585.00 $877.50 8/19/2019 Reseai·ched FDA structure function and disease claims statutes 
Jennifer Counsel in conection for plaintiffs supplemental response to defendant's 

first set of intenogatories. 
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MacPherson, Of 2.00 $585.00 $1,170.00 8/19/2019 Edited and finalized plaintiffs' supplemental responses to 
Jennifer Counsel defendant's first set of intenogatories. 
Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 8/20/2019 Work on class certification motion 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 6.00 $575.00 $3,450.00 8/20/2019 Client communications regarding declarations for class ce1i ; 
Craig wrote class cert brief including time finding and developing 

exhibits 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 8/20/2019 Work on supplemental responses to intenogatories 
Timothy 
Brown Paiiner 4.50 $660.00 $2,970.00 8/20/2019 travel to San Francisco, deposition prepai·ation of Eric Fishon 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 1.50 $280.00 $420.00 8/20/2019 Cite check exhibit to Class Ce1i Motion 
Dafne 
Blood, Paiiner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 8/20/2019 Work on declai·ation in suppo1i of class ce1i ification and other 
Timothy po1iions of class certification motion 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 6.75 $810.00 $5,467.50 8/20/2019 work on opening class ce1i brief and suppo1iing documents 

MacPherson, Of 1.50 $585.00 $877.50 8/20/2019 Reseai·ched case law holding that the adve1iising message 
Jennifer Counsel conveyed to consumers is a question of fact 
Blood, Paiiner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 8/21/2019 Plan & Prepai·e for heai·ing regarding motion for judgment on 
Timothv the oleadings 
Straub, Associate 6.00 $575.00 $3,450.00 8/21/2019 Provided and found documents for attorney T. Blood for 
Craig judgement on the pleadings heai·ing; wrote class ce1i ification 

brief; communications and research for retailer declai·ations for 
motion to remand ffiland) 

MacPherson, Of 8.75 $585.00 $5,118.75 8/21/2019 Reseai·ch for LH with regai·d to reliance and causation. 
Jennifer Counsel 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 8/21/2019 Wrote Motion for Class Certification including time finding 
Craig exhibits and updating case law. 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 8.00 $810.00 $6,480.00 8/21/2019 work on CC opening brief and suppo1i ing documents and 

exhibits 
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Brown Partner 7.00 $660.00 $4,620.00 8/21/2019 deposition of Eric Fishon 
(Roach), 
Paula 
MacPherson, Of 1.00 $585.00 $585.00 8/21/2019 Drafted a timeline of significant events in Joint Juice cases to 
Jennifer Counsel prepare TB for hearing on defendant's motion for judgment on 

the pleadings. 
Blood, Partner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 8/22/2019 Prepare for and participate in hearing regarding motion for 
Timothv iudgment on the oleadings 
MacPherson, Of 5.75 $585.00 $3,363.75 8/22/2019 Research for LH with regard to reliance and causation. 
Jennifer Counsel 
MacPherson, Of 1.75 $585.00 $1,023.75 8/22/2019 Researched case law holding that the adve1iising message 
Jennifer Counsel conveyed to consumers is a question of fact and drafted 

paragraph to inse1i into plaintiffs' motion for class certification 
re same. 

MacPherson, Of 0.75 $585.00 $438.75 8/22/2019 Reviewed FTC cites re adve1i ising message and consumer 
Jennifer Counsel intpretation to decide if should inse1i into plaintiff's motion for 

class ce1i ification. Re-read Mullins opinion to see if defendant 
conceded that meaning of adve1iising message does not raise 
individual issues and is subject to common proof. 

Straub, Associate 2.50 $575.00 $1,437.50 8/22/2019 Wrote Motion for Class Ce1iification including time finding 
Craig exhibits and updating case law. 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 4.75 $810.00 $3,847.50 8/22/2019 Work on class ce1i opening ( omnibus brief) 

Brown Paiiner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 8/22/2019 deposition prepai·ation of Bev Ave1y 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 8/22/2019 review Dr. McAlindon updates to class ce1i declai·ation and 
Thomas follow up about same 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 2.00 $810.00 $1,620.00 8/23/2019 work on opening class cert brief (omnibus) 

Brown Paiiner 7.00 $660.00 $4,620.00 8/23/2019 deposition of Bev Ave1y, travel back from San Francisco 
(Roach), 
Paula 
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Timekeeper Title Hours Rate Lodestar Date Description 
Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 8/23/2019 Researched class definition issues for motion for class 
Craig ce1iification; time spent proofreading brief 
MacPherson, Of 0.75 $585.00 $438.75 8/26/2019 Revised the table in suppo1i of motion for class ce1i ification 
Jennifer Counsel identifying reliance / causation law in plaintiff states per TB 

comments. 
Hurst, Leslie Paiiner 2.75 $810.00 $2,227.50 8/26/2019 work on mtn for class cert and suppo1iing documents 

Maytorena, Pai·alegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 8/26/2019 Number and organize under seal exhibits iso class ce1i motion 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 4.00 $575.00 $2,300.00 8/26/2019 Added attorney T. Blood's edits into the class ce1i brief; 
Craig prepai·ed exhibits and checked case law for the class ce1i brief 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.25 $710.00 $2,307.50 8/26/2019 review and revise motion for class ce1i 
Thomas 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 8/27/2019 work to finalize Dr. M declai·ation and send same to out for 
Thomas review and signature 
MacPherson, Of 7.00 $585.00 $4,095.00 8/27/2019 Revised the table in suppo1i of motion for class ce1i ification 
Jennifer Counsel identifying reliance / causation law in plaintiff states per TB 

comments. 
Brown Paiiner 1.50 $660.00 $990.00 8/27/2019 edits to class ce1i brief 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 5.00 $575.00 $2,875.00 8/27/2019 Wrote class ce1i opening brief- ce1iain sections requested by 
Craig attorney L. Hurst; prepared exhibits for the brief 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 6.00 $280.00 $1,680.00 8/27/2019 Finalize numbering all exhibits iso class ce1i motion. Create 
Dafne CDs of exhibits to be submitted manually. Review, cite check 

and edit motion to remand ffiland). Edit Motion for Class Ce1i 
Hurst, Leslie Paiiner 5.00 $810.00 $4,050.00 8/27/2019 work on opening class cert brief and exhibits 

MacPherson, Of 1.75 $585.00 $1,023.75 8/28/2019 Finalized table in suppo1i of motion for class ce1iification 
Jennifer Counsel identifying reliance / causation law in plaintiff states per TB 

comments. 
Hurst, Leslie Paiiner 4.75 $810.00 $3,847.50 8/28/2019 work on omnibus opening brief class ce1i 
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Brown Partner 0.75 $660.00 $495.00 8/28/2019 coITespondence w/plaintiffs regarding depositions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Paralegal 10.50 $280.00 $2,940.00 8/28/2019 Cite check, read, review and edit motion for class ce1i , 
Dafne declaration in support and declaration in suppo1i of motion to 

seal, finalize exhibits 
Straub, Associate 1.50 $575.00 $862.50 8/29/2019 Proof-read and helped filing of Motion for Class Cert including 
Craig time soent making redacts for under seal filing. 
Maytorena, Paralegal 7.00 $280.00 $1,960.00 8/29/2019 Review, edit and finalize motion for leave to file under seal and 
Dafne supporting documents; file motion for leave to file under seal 

and suppo1i ing documents and motion for class ce1iification and 
suppo1iing documents in 5 cases; bookmark exhibits for 
comiesy copy to Judge; prepare CDs containing video and audio 
files for service on Judge, Clerk of the Comi and defense 
counsel; email defense counsel unredacted versions of 
memorandum and exhibits 

Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 1.25 $810.00 $1,012.50 8/29/2019 final changes/revisions to omnibus class ce1i opening brief 

Brown Paiiner 1.00 $660.00 $660.00 8/30/2019 coITespondence w/plaintiffs and defense counsel regai·ding 
(Roach), depositions 
Paula 
Brown Paiiner 0.75 $660.00 $495.00 9/3/2019 call w/defense counsel regarding depositions; coITespondence 
(Roach), w/plaintiffs regarding deposition dates 
Paula 
Brown Paiiner 1.00 $660.00 $660.00 9/5/2019 coITespondence w/plaintiffs regai·ding depositions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Paiiner 1.00 $660.00 $660.00 9/6/2019 coITespondence w/plaintiffs regai·ding depositions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
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Brown Partner 1.00 $660.00 $660.00 9/9/2019 call w/plaintiff Ravinsky regarding deposition; con espondence 
(Roach), w/defense counsel regarding depositions 
Paula 
Brown Partner 2.00 $660.00 $1,320.00 9/10/2019 deposition preparation w/plaintiffs 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Partner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 9/11/2019 plaintiff depo preparation; conespondence w/plaintiffs 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Partner 2.25 $660.00 $1,485.00 9/12/2019 plaintiff deposition preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Partner 2.00 $660.00 $1,320.00 9/13/2019 plaintiff deposition preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Partner 6.00 $660.00 $3,960.00 9/16/2019 travel to SF for plaintiff deposition; preparation w/plaintiff dent 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Partner 5.50 $660.00 $3,630.00 9/17/2019 preparation for and defended plaintiff dent deposition 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Partner 4.50 $660.00 $2,970.00 9/18/2019 preparation for and defended plaintiff Lux deposition 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Partner 8.00 $660.00 $5,280.00 9/19/2019 preparation for and defended plaintiff Trndeau deposition, trnvel 
(Roach), back to San Diego 
Paula 
Brown Partner 1.00 $660.00 $660.00 9/23/2019 deposition preparation w/plaintiff Spencer; call w/co-counsel 
(Roach), regarding Sandoval deposition; con espondence w/plaintiff 
Paula Ave1y regarding depo transcript 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 9/23/2019 Send Fishon signature page regarding deposition transcript to 
Dafne court repo1i er 
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Brown Partner 5.00 $660.00 $3,300.00 9/24/2019 travel to san francisco for plaintiff deposition; deposition 
(Roach), preparation w/plaintiff Spencer 
Paula 
Brown Partner 8.50 $660.00 $5,610.00 9/25/2019 preparation and defended plaintiff spencer deposition, travel 
(Roach), back to san diego 
Paula 
Brown Partner 0.50 $660.00 $330.00 9/30/2019 review of Ave1y depo confidential designations 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Hmst, Leslie Partner 1.00 $810.00 $810.00 10/2/2019 all hands strategy meeting 

Brown Partner 0.25 $660.00 $165.00 10/3/2019 conespondence w/co-counsel regarding plaintiff Sandoval 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 10/4/2019 meet with CS and AN about retailer subpoenas 
Thomas 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 10/8/2019 meet with BHO team about case status and strategy 
Thomas 
Brown Partner 0.75 $660.00 $495.00 10/9/2019 letter on confidentiality desingations for plaintiff depo trans. 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 2.25 $710.00 $1,597.50 10/10/2019 review class ce1i oppo filed today and meet with PB about same 
Thomas and begin researching China Agritech and tolling issues 
Brown Paiiner 0.75 $660.00 $495.00 10/11/2019 plaintiff depo transcripts 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Paiiner 5.75 $660.00 $3,795.00 10/14/2019 reseai·ch on China Agritech, reply ISO omnibus class ce1i 
(Roach), motion 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 3.00 $960.00 $2,880.00 10/15/2019 Work on reply in suppo1i of omnibus motion for class 
Timothy ce1iification 
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Brown Partner 5.50 $660.00 $3,630.00 10/17/2019 worked on reply ISO omnibus motion for class cert 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Partner 4.00 $660.00 $2,640.00 10/18/2019 worked on reply ISO omnibus motion for class cert 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Partner 1.00 $660.00 $660.00 10/18/2019 coITespondence w/plaintiffs regarding depo transcripts 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Yaimolinets, Associate 3.75 $565.00 $2,118.75 10/19/2019 Gather data for a subpoena database and update the database 
AJ 
Blood, Paitner 3.50 $960.00 $3,360.00 10/19/2019 Work on reply brief in support of motion for class ce1i ification 
Timothv 
Yaimolinets, Associate 2.00 $565.00 $1,130.00 10/20/2019 Continue to gather data for a subpoena database and update the 
AJ database 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 1.75 $280.00 $490.00 10/21/2019 Review, cite check and edit reply iso omnibus class cert 
Dafne 
Brown Paitner 3.00 $660.00 $1,980.00 10/21/2019 worked on reply ISO omnibus class ce1i motion 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paitner 3.75 $710.00 $2,662.50 10/25/2019 review doc database and analyze additional deponents to notice; 
Thomas review retail sales data produced in related actions and follow 

up with defense counsel about that data and 30b6 deposition; 
meet with AN about retail sales subpoenas and get him 
coITespondence about same 

Yaimolinets, Associate 1.25 $565.00 $706.25 10/28/2019 Review e-mail exchanges between attorney O'Reardon and the 
AJ retailers to dete1mine the status of retailuers' responses to 

plaintiffs' subpoenas 
Blood, Paitner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 10/28/2019 Work on final round of discove1y 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paitner 5.75 $710.00 $4,082.50 10/28/2019 review doc database and analyze who to depose and meet with 
Thomas CS about same; draft and serve depo notices and subpoenas; 
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review written disco and draft and serve second sets of rogs and 
RFPs 

Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 10/28/2019 Search, collected and organized all documents in preparation for 
Craig depositions of numerous JJ employees and fo1mer employees. 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 10/29/2019 Search, collected and organized all documents in preparation for 
Craig depositions of numerous JJ employees and fo1mer employees. 
O'Reardon, Partner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 10/29/2019 research additional deposition and subpoena needs and draft 
Thomas notice for Comille and subpoena to Stone and follow up with 

co-counsel and defense counsel about same; follow up with 
costco, kroger, target, cvs, rite aid, walgreens, walmait about 
subpoena production status 

O'Reardon, Paitner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 10/30/2019 follow up with Target and Rite Aid counsel about subpoena 
Thomas UPC issues 
Yaimolinets, Associate 0.25 $565.00 $141.25 10/30/2019 Revise the UPC list subinitted as pait of subpoenas to retailers. 
AJ E-mail to Tai·get regai·ding same 
Straub, Associate 5.00 $575.00 $2,875.00 10/30/2019 Seai·ch, collected and organized all documents in preparation for 
Craig depositions of numerous JJ employees and fo1mer employees; 

created list ofUPC's for follow-up to third-party retailer 
subpoenas; designated confidential po1t ions of Dent testimony 
transcript. 

Yaimolinets, Associate 0.50 $565.00 $282.50 10/31/2019 Review document production from Rite Aid 
AJ 
O'Reardon, Paitner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 11/5/2019 call with defense counsel about deposition scheduling and other 
Thomas Inisc disco issues and meet with CS about same 
O'Reardon, Paitner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 11/6/2019 follow up with CS and TB about call with Ainit yesterday and 
Thomas strategy about depositions and extensions 
MacPherson, Of 0.25 $585.00 $146.25 11/6/2019 Called and left Alon a voice message re Costco's response to 
Jennifer Counsel subpoena. 
Straub, Associate 3.00 $575.00 $1,725.00 11/7/2019 Seai·ch, collected and organized all documents in preparation for 
Craig depositions of numerous JJ employees and fo1mer employees. 
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MacPherson, Of 0.50 $585.00 $292.50 11/7/2019 Call with Jim Howard re Costco subpoena. Spoke to TO re call. 
Jennifer Counsel Called back J.Howard to fmther clarify the date plaintiff seeks 

from Costco. 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 11/7/2019 draft stipulation to continue deadline for completing fact wit 
Thomas deoositions 
Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 11/8/2019 Work on response regarding depositions and conference with T. 
Timothy O'Reardon regarding same. 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.75 $710.00 $532.50 11/8/2019 revise stiplation and decl ISO continuing fact witness depo 
Thomas cutoff and exchange cormns with defense counsel about same 
Straub, Associate 5.00 $575.00 $2,875.00 11/8/2019 Search, collected and organized all documents in preparation for 
Craig depositions of numerous JJ employees and fo1mer employees. 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.75 $280.00 $210.00 11/12/2019 Prepare materials for Class Ce1i ification Hearing 
Dafne 
Blood, Paiiner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 11/12/2019 Telephone conference with C. Weir regarding expe1i witness 
Timothy preoai·ation, info1mation to obtain and reoo1i 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 11/12/2019 Plan & Prepai·e for oral argument on motion for class 
Timothy ce1iification 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 11/ 13/2019 Review smTeply and request for smTeply 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 11/ 13/2019 Plan & Prepai·e for oral argument on motion for class 
Timothy ce1iification 
Blood, Paiiner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 11/14/2019 Plan & Prepai·e for hearing on motion for class ce1iification 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 2.25 $960.00 $2,160.00 11/18/2019 Plan & Prepai·e for hearing on motion for class ce1iification 
Timothy 
MacPherson, Of 0.25 $585.00 $146.25 11/18/2019 Call to J. Howard re Costco re sales data. 
Jennifer Counsel 
Blood, Paiiner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 11/19/2019 Plan & Prepai·e for hearing on class ce1iification 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 11/19/2019 follow up with AJ about retailer subpoenas and follow up with 
Thomas Aviva S about Rite Aid 
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Yaimolinets, Associate 1.25 $565.00 $706.25 11/19/2019 E-mail exchange with subpoenaed retailers regai·ding production 
AJ of documents and related declarations. Update subpoena 

database 
Blood, Paitner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 11/20/2019 Plan & Prepai·e for further prepare for class certification 
Timothv ai·Qument and ootential status conference issues. 
Blood, Paitner 9.00 $960.00 $8,640.00 11/21/2019 Prepare for, travel to and from San Francisco and argue class 
Timothy ce1iification motion. 
MacPherson, Of 0.25 $585.00 $146.25 12/4/2019 Call with Costco counsel re its response to plaintiffs subpoena 
Jennifer Counsel for sales data. Sent email to J. Howai·d summai·izing call. 

Drafted notes from call. 
O'Reardon, Paitner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 12/4/2019 call with Costco counsel about subpoena response; follow up 
Thomas email with CVS counsel about subpoena 
Brown Paitner 5.00 $660.00 $3,300.00 12/9/2019 edits to supplemental statute of limitations brief 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paitner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 12/10/2019 Work on supplemental brief in suppo1i of motion for class 
Timothy ce1iification 
Brown Paitner 5.00 $660.00 $3,300.00 12/10/2019 edits to supplemental brief regarding statute of limitations 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 1.25 $280.00 $350.00 12/11/2019 Review, cite check and edit supplemental brief regai·ding Class 
Dafne Cert and gather exhibit in support 
Brown Paitner 2.00 $660.00 $1,320.00 12/11/2019 work on supplemental statute of limitations brief 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Paitner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 12/12/2019 work on supplemental statute of limitations brief 
(Roach), 
Paula 
MacPherson, Of 0.25 $585.00 $146.25 12/19/2019 Reseai·ch for juridical entity argument. 
Jennifer Counsel 
O'Reardon, Paitner 1.25 $710.00 $887.50 12/19/2019 meet and confer with Amit R about depositions and mis disco 
Thomas issues and follow up with him about same and review sales data; 
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follow up with Craig S about addtl pltfs and corporate change 
stipulation 

Straub, Associate 0.75 $575.00 $431.25 12/26/2019 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Hom. 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 12/30/2019 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Hom. 
Straub, Associate 4.00 $575.00 $2,300.00 12/31/2019 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Hom. 
O'Reardon, Partner 3.25 $710.00 $2,307.50 1/3/2020 follow up with Amit R about depositions and sales data; begin 
Thomas preparing for Darcy Hom deposition next week 
Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 1/6/2020 Review discove1y dispute letter and work on response. 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Paralegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 1/6/2020 Gather documents regarding deposition of Darcy Hom 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 3.25 $575.00 $1,868.75 1/6/2020 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Hom. 
O'Reardon, Partner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 1/6/2020 review darcy horn prior depsition transcript and continue 
Thomas preparing for her deposiotn and drafting outline of same and 

revise and serve notice of depo and follow up with reporter 
about same; beging review of mtn concerning palumbo and 
stone depositions and meet with TB about same 

Maytorena, Paralegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 1/7/2020 Gather documents regarding deposition of Darcy Hom 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 1/7/2020 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Hom and Nick Stiritz. 
O'Reardon, Partner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 1/7/2020 continue preparing for darcy horn deposition and pulling exs for 
Thomas same 
Blood, Partner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 1/7/2020 Work on plaintiffs po1iion of discove1y letter. 
Timothy 
MacPherson, Of 5.25 $585.00 $3,071.25 1/7/2020 Researched and drafted motion to compel against Costco to 
Jennifer Counsel produce sales data. 
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Blood, Partner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 1/8/2020 Assist in preparation of D. Hom deposition 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 11.50 $710.00 $8,165.00 1/8/2020 conitnue preparing for darcy horn deposition tomoITow and 
Thomas travel to San Fran for same; call with defense counsel about 

scheduling and follow up with co-counsel about same 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 1/8/2020 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Hom and Nick Stiritz. 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 1/9/2020 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Nick Stiritz (30b6); edited and revised joint 

discove1y letter to Judge Ryu. 
Blood, Partner 3.00 $960.00 $2,880.00 1/9/2020 Further work on opposition to request to limit deposition 
Timothy discove1y 
Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 1/9/2020 Telephone conference with T. O'Reardon regarding Hom 
Timothy deposition and developments in discove1y dispute and 

defendant's refusal to produce discove1y 
O'Reardon, Partner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 1/9/2020 take deposition of darcy horn davenpo1t and travel back to San 
Thomas Diego 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.75 $710.00 $2,662.50 1/10/2020 begin preparing for 30b6 deposition of nick stiritz, including 
Thomas reviewing docs; revise 30b6 notice and send same to defense 

counsel; review objections to depo notice and draft response to 
same; call with Walmait about subpoena and production in 
related action and follow up with email to them about same 

Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 1/10/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Nick Stiritz (30b6); edited and revised joint 

discovery letter to Judge Rvu. 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 1/13/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Nick Stiritz (30b6) and Lee Paitin. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.50 $710.00 $6,035.00 1/13/2020 continue prepai·ing for thursdays 30b6 deposition of nick stiritz 
Thomas and pull and review exs for same; review co1Tespondence from 

Amit R and follow up with response to same and have meet and 
confer about same 
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Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 1/14/2020 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Nick Stiritz (30b6) and Lee Partin; case meeting 

concerning upcoming deadlines and trial prep. 
O'Reardon, Partner 6.50 $710.00 $4,615.00 1/14/2020 continue preparing for 30b6 deposition of nick stiritz and follow 
Thomas up with Amit R about same and pulls docs for same; review sale 

data produced by Costco and follow up with them about 
updating same; meet with ESI vendor about new potential doc 
review platfo1m for JJ 

O'Reardon, Partner 9.25 $710.00 $6,567.50 1/15/2020 continue preparing for tomoITows 30b6 deposition of Stritiz and 
Thomas calls throughout day with Amit R about sales data for same; 

trvael to San Fran for depo 
Straub, Associate 7.25 $575.00 $4,168.75 1/15/2020 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Nick Stiritz (30b6) and Lee Paitin. 
O'Reardon, Paitner 12.00 $710.00 $8,520.00 1/16/2020 take deposition of 30b6 nick stiritz and travel back to San Diego 
Thomas 
Brown Paitner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 1/16/2020 review of Seeborg daube1t opinion; co1Tespondence w/co-
(Roach), counsel 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 6.75 $575.00 $3,881.25 1/17/2020 Edited and revised ppt slides to be used at focus group in 
Craig prepai·ation of trial; Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to 

be used at deposition of Donna Imes and Lee Paitin. 
Blood, Paitner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 1/17/2020 Work on letter brief regarding discove1y dispute. 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paitner 3.50 $710.00 $2,485.00 1/17/2020 work on and finalize pltfs section for letter brief on defs mtn to 
Thomas compel; research law on aggregate damages and due process 

rights 
O'Reardon, Paitner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 1/20/2020 begin preparing for Donna Imes deposition 
Thomas 
O'Reardon, Paitner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 1/21/2020 review defs revised joint letter brief on mtn to compel and 
Thomas follow up with amit r about same 
Straub, Associate 4.75 $575.00 $2,731.25 1/21/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Donna Imes and Lee Paitin. 
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O'Reardon, Partner 5.50 $710.00 $3,905.00 1/22/2020 meet and confer with Amit R about joint mtn to compel ltr; 
Thomas review Stone deposition transcript and hot docs and meet with 

TB and CS about same; prepare for Imes deposition and send 
out amended notice for same 

MacPherson, Of 4.50 $585.00 $2,632.50 1/22/2020 Researched and drafted motion compel response to plaintiffs' 
Jennifer Counsel subpoena. 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 1/23/2020 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Donna Imes; reviewed, collected and created chaii 

of impo1iant Stone documents for stipulation re business 
records. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.75 $710.00 $2,662.50 1/23/2020 calls with Amit R about Stone and Palumbo deps; follow up 
Thomas with CS about Stone docs; begin reseai·ching evidentia1y stip 

about Stone docs; prepare for Imes deposition and reviewing 
exs for same 

Straub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 1/24/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Donna Imes; reviewed, collected and created chaii 

of important Stone documents for stipulation re business 
records. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.75 $710.00 $2,662.50 1/24/2020 prepai·e for Imes; review potential Stone docs for authentication 
Thomas and revise memo about same; call with Todd C about Comille 

depo and meet with CS about same 
Straub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 1/27/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Palumbo; collected and created cha1i of impo1iant 

Palumbo documents. 
MacPherson, Of 0.25 $585.00 $146.25 1/27/2020 Took call from Jim Howai·d/Alon Day re response to Costco 
Jennifer Counsel subpoena. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 1/27/2020 call with Costco counsel about subpoena response and data and 
Thomas send follow up comm about same; follow up with Amit R about 

depositions; meet with CS about Stone and Comille documents 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.25 $710.00 $2,307.50 1/28/2020 review 2019 ACR I AF guidelines recently published and follow 
Thomas up with expe1is and co-counsel abotu same; review potential 

Doug Comille and Palumbo documents for deposition 
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Straub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 1/28/2020 Searched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Palumbo; collected and created cha1i of impo1i ant 

Stone documents for stipulation re business records. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 2.25 $710.00 $1,597.50 1/29/2020 pull docs and meet with Todd C about Comille deposition; serve 
Thomas ainended notice; follow up with Amit about disco and depo 

issues 
Straub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 1/29/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Palumbo; printed, re-evaluated and organized 

exhibits for deposition of Comille. 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.50 $280.00 $140.00 1/29/2020 Save Hom deposition transcript and exhibits 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.25 $710.00 $887.50 1/30/2020 review scientific studies and circulate same; follow up with 
Thomas Todd C about tomoITows deposition 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 1/30/2020 Save Stiritz deposition transcripts and exhibits 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 1/30/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Palumbo; called class members and other JJ 

purchasers for factual investigation. 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 1/31/2020 Attended deposition of D. Comille Including prepai·ation and 
Craig memo of deposition after; called JJ purchasers for factual 

investigation and possible replacement of lead plaintiffs 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 1/31/2020 meet with Todd C and Craig S during todays deposition of 
Thomas Comille and follow up with addtl docs for saine; draft 

stipulation for Stone docs and exhcnage same with TB; meet 
with TB about trial themes and focus group and begin memo for 
big picture themes and evidence 

Straub, Associate 8.75 $575.00 $5,031.25 2/10/2020 Coded discove1y database; calls with class members for factual 
Craig investigation 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 2.75 $710.00 $1,952.50 2/10/2020 review Imes deposition documents and prepai·e for her 
Thomas deposition; follow up with repo1ier about Imes details; draft and 

send memo to team about case status before strategy meeting 
tomoITow 
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O'Reardon, Partner 4.50 $710.00 $3,195.00 2/11/2020 meet with Craig Peters and others about disco and trial strategy; 
Thomas continue reviwing Imes documents and preparing for her 

deposition on thursday 
Blood, Partner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 2/11/2020 All hands meeting regarding trial preparation and expe1is 
Timothv 
Straub, Associate 3.50 $575.00 $2,012.50 2/12/2020 Calls with potential class members including time entering notes 
Craig into spreadsheet for factual investigation (possible substitute 

plaintiff); coded document database - checked previous coding 
to ensure accuracy 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 2/12/2020 continue prepai·ing for Imes deposition tomoITow, drafting 
Thomas outline and pulling and reviewing potential exs; travel to SF for 

the deposition 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 2/13/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Palumbo; coded document database - checked 

previous coding to ensure accuracy 
Straub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 2/14/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Palumbo; edited and revised Costco declaration. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 2.00 $710.00 $1,420.00 2/14/2020 review sales data and meet with CS throughout day about same 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 4.00 $575.00 $2,300.00 2/18/2020 Seai·ched and collected potential exhibits to be used at 
Craig deposition of Palumbo; edited and revised Costco declaration. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 2/18/2020 review and revise draft declai·ation to Costco about subpoena 
Thomas production and send same to Costco counsel 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.25 $710.00 $887.50 2/19/2020 revise stipulation about stone docs and send same to defense 
Thomas counsel; review and revise facebook ad; update research of 

professional org reccos of g and c 
Straub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 2/19/2020 Calls with potential class members - factual investigation. 
Craig 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 2/20/2020 follow up about potential pltfs and facebook ads and meet with 
Thomas CS about same; begin looking at lee paiiin docs 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 2/21/2020 meet with CS throughout day about potential pltfs; review 
Thomas potential Lee Paiiin deposition docs 
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O'Reardon, Partner 0.75 $710.00 $532.50 2/24/2020 meet with CS about Paliin depo and follow up with defense 
Thomas counsel about same 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 2/27/2020 review admissibility stipulation caselaw and have call with 
Thomas defense counsel about same 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.75 $280.00 $210.00 2/28/2020 Profile Comille deposition and exhibits 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 3/11/2020 coded document database - checked previous coding to ensme 
Craig accmacy 
Straub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 3/11/2020 Calls with class members and potential class members regarding 
Craig Joint Juice. 
Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 4/13/2020 Conference call with trial team regarding strategy 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 0.75 $575.00 $431 .25 4/13/2020 Edited and revised deposition notice 
Craig 
O'Reardon, Partner 2.00 $710.00 $1,420.00 4/13/2020 strntegy call with Craig Peters and BHO team about ti·ial and 
Thomas expe1is 
Brown Paiiner 2.00 $660.00 $1,320.00 4/13/2020 call w/co-counsel regai·ding case sti·ategy 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 4.00 $575.00 $2,300.00 4/16/2020 Call with attorneys Blood, O'Reai·don and Peters regai·ding 
Craig document stipulation; searched and collected document and 

provided dropbox for Peters. 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 4/16/2020 Work on stipulation for admissibility of Stone documents and 
Timothy telephone conference with C. Peters, T. O'Reai·don and C. 

Sti·aub regarding same. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 4/16/2020 call with TB, CS and CP about Stone stipulation, and review 
Thomas docs def excluded from stip 
Blood, Paiiner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 5/7/2020 Conference with T. O'Reai·don and C. Sti·aub regai·ding 
Timothy discovery sti·ate!ZV 
Straub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 6/11/2020 Transfened database via FTP for new casepoint review system; 
Craig coded discove1y database and annotated documents previously 

coded 
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Straub, Associate 3.50 $575.00 $2,012.50 6/15/2020 coded discove1y database and annotated documents previously 
Craig coded 
O'Reardon, Partner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 6/15/2020 meet with TB about potential mediation and strategy for same 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 1.25 $575.00 $718.75 6/19/2020 coded discove1y database and annotated documents previously 
Craig coded; edited and revised potential trial exhibit lists 
Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 6/22/2020 coded discove1y database and annotated documents previously 
Craig coded; edited and revised potential trial exhibit lists; call with 

plainitff 
Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 6/23/2020 coded discove1y database and annotated documents previously 
Craig coded; edited and revised potential trial exhibit lists 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 6/25/2020 coded discove1y database and annotated documents previously 
Craig coded· edited and revised potential trial exhibit lists 
Straub, Associate 7.25 $575.00 $4,168.75 6/26/2020 coded discove1y database and annotated documents previously 
Craig coded; edited and revised potential trial exhibit lists 
Straub, Associate 6.00 $575.00 $3,450.00 6/29/2020 coded discove1y database and annotated documents previously 
Craig coded; edited and revised potential trial exhibit lists; collect and 

summarize case law related to materiality 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.75 $710.00 $532.50 7/1/2020 call with Todd C about mediators and follow up with team about 
Thomas same issue 
O'Reardon, Partner 2.00 $710.00 $1,420.00 7/7/2020 call with defense counsel about potentila mediators and follow 
Thomas up with Bob Meyer and Lavn Phillips office about same 
Blood, Partner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 7/10/2020 Work on mediation selection 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 7/13/2020 follow up inbcluding with Judge Phillips office about potential 
Thomas mediation dates 
O'Reardon, Partner 1.75 $710.00 $1,242.50 7/20/2020 call with Dr. Derek Rucker about potential expe1i role and 
Thomas review his published papers 
Maytorena, Paralegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 8/3/2020 Save deposition videos on local drive 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 8/4/2020 Edited and revised Mediation Brief including time collecting 
Craig and summarizing exhibits. 
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Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 8/4/2020 Conference and analysis regarding mediation brief. 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 7.50 $575.00 $4,312.50 8/5/2020 Edited and revised Mediation Brief including time collecting 
Craig and summarizing exhibits and case law. 
O'Reardon, Partner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 8/5/2020 call with Craig P and Craig S about disco status and settlement 
Thomas strntegv, and call with TB to follow up up same issues 
Blood, Partner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 8/5/2020 Work on mediation brief 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 8/6/2020 Edited and revised Mediation Brief including time collecting 
Craig and summarizing exhibits and case law; call with attorney 

O'Reardon regarding mediation. 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 8/7/2020 call with TB and CS about mediation brief; call with Todd C 
Thomas about mediation 
Straub, Associate 8.75 $575.00 $5,031.25 8/7/2020 Edited and revised Mediation Brief including time collecting 
Craig and summarizing exhibits and case law; call with attorney 

O'Reardon regarding mediation; Searched and collected new 
documents related to punitive damages and summarizing 
deposition transcripts 

Straub, Associate 2.25 $575.00 $1,293.75 8/9/2020 Edited and revised Mediation Brief including time collecting 
Craig and summarizing exhibits and case law; call with attorney 

O'Reardon regarding mediation; Searched and collected new 
documents related to punitive damages and summarizing 
deposition transcripts 

Straub, Associate 6.50 $575.00 $3,737.50 8/10/2020 Edited and revised Mediation Brief including time collecting 
Craig and summarizing exhibits and case law; call with attorney 

O'Reardon regarding mediation. 
Blood, Partner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 8/10/2020 Work on mediation brief 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 2.75 $575.00 $1,581.25 8/11/2020 Edited and revised mediation brief 
Craig 
Blood, Partner 3.00 $960.00 $2,880.00 8/11/2020 Work on mediation brief 
Timothy 
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Blood, Partner 2.75 $960.00 $2,640.00 8/12/2020 Work on mediation brief 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 8/12/2020 Edited and revised mediation brief 
Craig 
Straub, Associate 4.00 $575.00 $2,300.00 8/13/2020 Edited and revised mediation brief. 
Craig 
Blood, Partner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 8/13/2020 Work on mediation brief 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Paralegal 1.00 $280.00 $280.00 8/14/2020 Edits exhibits to stip of settlement 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 8/19/2020 Edited and revised mediation brief; including time creating 
Craig science chaii exhibits; calls with attorneys Blood and O'Reai·don 

regai·ding brief. 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 8/20/2020 Edited and revised mediation brief; including time creating 
Craig science chaii exhibits and seai·ching and collecting sales 

products; calls with attorneys Blood and O'Reai·don regai·ding 
brief 

Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 8/21/2020 Collected and calculated Retail Sales for all classes. 
Craig 
Blood, Paiiner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 8/21/2020 Work on mediation brief 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 8/21/2020 continue working on mediation brief; review sales data and 
Thomas follow up with CS thrommout day about same 
Blood, Paiiner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 8/24/2020 Work on mediation brief 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 8/24/2020 Work on damage calculation and retail sales issues and state 
Timothy comi complaint. 
Straub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 8/24/2020 Collected and calculated Retail Sales for all classes; calls with 
Craig attorneys Blood and O'Reai·don regai·ding sales. 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 8/26/2020 Edited and revised mediation brief, including time creating 
Craig exhibits 
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Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 8/31/2020 Work on mediation brief. 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 9/1/2020 collected and calculated retail sales 
Craig 
Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 9/2/2020 edited, revised and recalculated retail sales. 
Craig 
Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 9/2/2020 Work on damage and restitution calculation and mediation brief 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 9/2/2020 finalize mediation brief and exs; begin reviewwing JJ mediation 
Thomas brief and follow up with TB and CS about same 
Maytorena, Paralegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 9/3/2020 Prepare binder for mediation and sent via fedex; Download and 
Dafne save defendant's confidential mediation statement and exhibits 
O'Reardon, Partner 4.00 $710.00 $2,840.00 9/3/2020 review defs mediation brief, call with tB and CS about same and 
Thomas begin drafting reply to same 
Blood, Partner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 9/8/2020 Work on mediation response brief 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 9/8/2020 Edited and revised Mediation Reply Brief 
Craig 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 9/9/2020 Edited and Revised Mediation Reply Brief 
Craig 
Straub, Associate 5.00 $575.00 $2,875.00 9/11/2020 Edited and revised Joint Juice mediation reply including time 
Craig searching and collecting exhibits. 
O'Reardon, Partner 2.75 $710.00 $1,952.50 9/11/2020 review and revise mediation reply brief 
Thomas 
Blood, Partner 4.25 $960.00 $4,080.00 9/11/2020 Work on mediation response brief 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 5.50 $710.00 $3,905.00 9/12/2020 call with TB about mediation reply brief and continue working 
Thomas on brief and circulate same 
Blood, Partner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 9/12/2020 Work on mediation response brief 
Timothy 
Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 9/13/2020 Work on mediation response brief 
Timothy 
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O'Reardon, Partner 5.00 $710.00 $3,550.00 9/14/2020 work on and finalize mediation reply brief 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 5.75 $575.00 $3,306.25 9/14/2020 Edited and revised Joint Juice mediation reply including time 
Craig searching and collecting and preparing exhibits. 
Blood, Partner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 9/14/2020 Work on mediation response and settlement demand strncture 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.50 $280.00 $140.00 9/14/2020 finalize mediation reply exhibits 
Dafne 
Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 9/16/2020 Plan & Prepare for mediation by reviewing Choi and rebuttal to 
Timothy Choi 
Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 9/17/2020 Plan & Prepare for mediation pre-call with mediator 
Timothy 
Blood, Partner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 9/18/2020 Prepare for and participate in telephone conference with M. 
Timothy Yoshida and T. O'Reardon regarding pre-mediation conference 
O'Reardon, Partner 2.00 $710.00 $1,420.00 9/18/2020 prepare for mediation; pre mediation call with layn phillips 
Thomas asssitant; review defs prior mediation briefs 
Hurst, Leslie Partner 7.00 $810.00 $5,670.00 9/21/2020 research and draft surreply for mediation brief 

Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 9/21/2020 Plan & Prepare for mediation, including analysis of defendant's 
Timothy proposed te1m sheet, telephone conference with mediator 

Yoshida and fact preparation 
O'Reardon, Partner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 9/21/2020 review paiiies competing draft te1m sheets and cormns with TB 
Thomas and LH about same to prepare for mediation 
Hurst, Leslie Paiiner 3.00 $810.00 $2,430.00 9/22/2020 draft and reseai·ch sur-reply for mediation brief 

Blood, Paiiner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 9/22/2020 Plan & Prepai·e for mediation 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 4.25 $575.00 $2,443.75 9/22/2020 Calculated sales including time collecting data; call and emails 
Craig with Walma1i regarding subpoena; calls with attorney 

O'Reardon regai·ding sales and mediation. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 9/22/2020 follow up with TB and LH about mediation suneply and revise 
Thomas saine 
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Blood, Partner 3.00 $960.00 $2,880.00 9/23/2020 Plan & Prepare for mediation, including analysis of mediator's 
Timothy questions. 
O'Reardon, Partner 6.75 $710.00 $4,792.50 9/23/2020 review Judge Phillips questions for mediation and draft 
Thomas responses to same and circulate and have calls with team about 

same and tomoITows mediation; call with CS about new 
walmaii and sams retail sales data and revise memo and sales 
dainages calculations 

Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 1.50 $810.00 $1,215.00 9/23/2020 conference call with co-counsel to discuss mediation strategy 

Straub, Associate 3.50 $575.00 $2,012.50 9/23/2020 Calculated sales including time collecting data; calls with 
Craig attorney O'Reai·don regai·ding sales and mediation. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.50 $710.00 $5,325.00 9/24/2020 prepai·e for and paiiicipate in today's mediation; follow up 
Thomas meeting with team about strategy moving fo1wai·d; call with CS 

about sales data 
Straub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 9/24/2020 Attended mediation with Judge Phillips including time 
Craig prepai·ing and creating sales sheet to send to him after the 

mediation including time tracking down all citations to 
evidence; Call with attorney Blood regai·ding sales for 
mediation. 

Blood, Paiiner 7.00 $960.00 $6,720.00 9/24/2020 Prepare for and pa1iicipate in mediation 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.25 $710.00 $887.50 9/25/2020 work with CS to review sales data calcs and update same and 
Thomas follow up with TB about providing more info to mediator and 

defense counsel 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.75 $710.00 $532.50 9/25/2020 follow up with JND about class notice dissemination and review 
Thomas Google fonn and send to defense counsel for review and 

aooroval 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 10/14/2020 Calendar CMC 
Dafne 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 10/15/2020 Work on FDA issues 
Timothy 
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O'Reardon, Partner 2.00 $710.00 $1,420.00 12/3/2020 begin review of initial focus group feedback and results 
Thomas sunnnaiy 
O'Reardon, Partner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 2/4/2021 teams strategy call with team about disco and expe1i s 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 3/17/2021 Edited and revised Fishon (NY) motion for leave to file F AC 
Craig inlcuding time processing and collecting all exhibits. 
Straub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 3/18/2021 Fishon (NY) motion for leave to file F AC inlcuding time 
Craig processing and collecting all exhibits. 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 3.00 $810.00 $2,430.00 3/19/2021 review and revise mtn for leave to file amended complaint and 

suppo1iing documents 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 2.50 $280.00 $700.00 3/22/2021 Review and edit Sonner class ce1iification brief; Draft notice of 
Dafne manual filing regarding video and audio files 
Straub, Associate 4.00 $575.00 $2,300.00 3/23/2021 Edited and revised motion for leave to amend (Fishon NY) 
Craig 
Blood, Paiiner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 3/24/2021 Work on motion for leave to amend Fishon complaint. 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 3.25 $575.00 $1,868.75 3/24/2021 Edited and revised motion for leave to amend (NY); code 
Craig discovery database including additional annotations 
Straub, Associate 3.00 $575.00 $1,725.00 3/25/2021 Edited and revised motion for leave to file amended complaint. 
Craig 
Brown Paiiner 0.50 $660.00 $330.00 4/1/2021 coITespondence w/TB and CS regarding NY statute and 
(Roach), ainendments 
Paula 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 1.00 $280.00 $280.00 4/6/2021 Review and edit motion for leave to ainend (Fishon) 
Dafne 
Blood, Paiiner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 4/6/2021 Work on motion to amend 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 4/6/2021 Edited and revised motion for leave to file amended complaint 
Craig (NYFishon) 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.50 $710.00 $1,065.00 4/7/2021 review mtn for leave to amend fishon complaint; review and 
Thomas revise status reports and exchange drafts with defense counsel 
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Hmst, Leslie Partner 0.75 $810.00 $607.50 4/7/2021 review and revise for filing motion for leave to file amended 

complaint (Fishon case) 
Blood, Partner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 4/14/2021 Prepare for and participate in status conference and follow up 
Timothy with co-counsel 
O'Reardon, Partner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 4/14/2021 attend status conferenecde before judge seeborg and meet with 
Thomas TB and CS after; discuss eric fishon proposal about addtl 

deposition and amendment issues 
Blood, Partner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 4/19/2021 Work on Fishon amended complaint stipulation 
Timothy 
Blood, Partner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 4/20/2021 Work on stipulation regarding Fishon amended complaint 
Timothy 
Blood, Partner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 4/21/2021 Follow up on stipulation regarding complaint filing 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 4/22/2021 Calls with named plaintiffs; detennined which claims are 
Craig equitable; case law updated search on preemption 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 4/26/2021 code discove1y database including additional annotations 
Craig 
Blood, Partner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 4/29/2021 Trial strategy and preparation meeting 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 3.00 $660.00 $1,980.00 4/29/2021 trial planning meeting 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 5/19/2021 Telephone conference with C. Peters regarding trial planning 
Timothy meeting and trial strate!N 
Straub, Associate 3.00 $575.00 $1,725.00 5/21/2021 Trial Plan video call; created memo regarding Trial Plan 
Craig Timeline listing all tasks to be done for trial; edited and revised 

ppt (draft demonstratives); searched and collected case law for 
motions in limine; updated published science research ( search 
pubmed and google scholar) 

Blood, Partner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 5/21/2021 Conference call with trial team regarding trial preparation and 
Timothy class notice and respond to defendant's email regarding trial 

dates and notice 
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Straub, Associate 4.75 $575.00 $2,731.25 5/24/2021 code discove1y database including additional annotations 
Craig 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 5/25/2021 calendar new briefing schedule 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 5/25/2021 coordinate with Farsh Guilak and team for upcoming call 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 2.75 $575.00 $1,581.25 5/27/2021 Collected marketing and packaging documents for expe1i ; call 
Craig with expe1i ; call with attorneys Peters, Blood, and O'Reardon 

regarding trial planning; edited and revised all new discove1y in 
Bland; searched case law for payment of class notice issue 

Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 5/27/2021 Trial strategy meeting 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 5/27/2021 Telephone conference with M. Dennis regai·ding consumer 
Timothy survey and follow up on material to provide expe1i 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.75 $710.00 $532.50 6/7/2021 review potential damages expe1i s CVs follow up with TB about 
Thomas same and follow up with Dan Werner about call 
Blood, Paiiner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 6/8/2021 Telephone conference with potential damages expe1i 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 6/8/2021 call with Dan Werner about potential expe1i repo1i; follow up 
Thomas with Todd C about potential damages expe1is 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 6/9/2021 follow up with JND about class notice plan for related actions 
Thomas 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 6/9/2021 Reseai·ch potential expe1is 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 2.50 $575.00 $1,437.50 6/15/2021 Collected and saved documents to be provided to smvey expert 
Craig including time detennining label changes. 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 6/16/2021 Collected and saved documents to be provided to smvey expert 
Craig including time detennining label changes. 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 8/23/2021 updated science seai·ch regai·ding ingredients in Joint Juice; 
Craig summarized any new science publications 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 8/25/2021 Edited and revised motion in limine related to customer 
Craig satisfaction 
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Straub, Associate 4.00 $575.00 $2,300.00 9/22/2021 Created, edited, and revised motion for preliminaiy injunction 
Craig related to the Joint Juice implied disease claims. 
Straub, Associate 4.25 $575.00 $2,443.75 9/24/2021 Created, edited, and revised motion for preliminaiy injunction 
Craig related to the Joint Juice implied disease claims. 
Blood, Paitner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 9/29/2021 Paiiicipate in strntegy meeting 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 2.50 $575.00 $1,437.50 9/29/2021 Attended trial strategy meeting with attorney Peters; seai·ched, 
Craig collected, and provided impo1iant case document to attorney 

Peters. 
Straub, Associate 4.25 $575.00 $2,443.75 9/30/2021 Edited, and revised motion for prelimina1y injunction related to 
Craig the Joint Juice implied disease claims. 
Straub, Associate 2.25 $575.00 $1,293.75 10/1/2021 Edited, and revised motion for prelimina1y injunction related to 
Craig the Joint Juice implied disease claims. 
Straub, Associate 0.50 $575.00 $287.50 10/4/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction regarding 
Craig disease claims. 
Blood, Paitner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 10/4/2021 Conference regai·ding trial dates, witness availability and other 
Timothy trial issues 
Straub, Associate 6.50 $575.00 $3,737.50 10/5/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction including time 
Craig spent seai·ching for internal admissions related to disease claims. 
Straub, Associate 7.25 $575.00 $4,168.75 10/6/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction relating to 
Craig disease claims including time seai·ching and collect documents 

from discovery database. 
Straub, Associate 5.50 $575.00 $3,162.50 10/7/2021 edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction regarding 
Craig disease claims. 
Straub, Associate 4.00 $575.00 $2,300.00 10/8/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction relating to 
Craig disease claims including time searching and collect documents 

from discovery database. 
Straub, Associate 2.25 $575.00 $1,293.75 10/11/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction relating to 
Craig disease claims including time searching and collect documents 

from discovery database. 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 10/12/2021 In depth analysis and write-up regarding each state consumer 
Craig protection law requirements (including time seai·ching and 
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collecting case law) and analysis of each plaintiffs' facts and 
deposition testimony; email to co-counsel regarding the write-
up and my recommendations. 

Straub, Associate 2.50 $575.00 $1,437.50 10/13/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction relating to 
Craig disease claims including time seai·ching and collect documents 

from discove1y database and summarizing plaintiff deposition 
testimony. 

Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 10/13/2021 In depth analysis and write-up regai·ding each state consumer 
Craig protection law requirements (including time seai·ching and 

collecting case law) and analysis of each plaintiffs' facts and 
deposition testimony; edit and revise Joint Statement regarding 
trial dates; call with attorneys Blood and O'Reai·don regai·ding 
case going to trial. 

Straub, Associate 0.75 $575.00 $431.25 10/14/2021 Call with attorney O'Reai·don regai·ding trial dates and case 
Craig going first for trial; call with attorneys Blood, O'Reai·don, and 

Peters regarding same; time spent researching case law for 
specific cases that will go to trial. 

O'Reardon, Paitner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 10/15/2021 finalize stratus repo1i about trial dates 
Thomas 
Brown Paitner 0.25 $660.00 $165.00 10/15/2021 coITespondence w/plaintiff regarding trial 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paitner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 10/15/2021 Work on status conference statement and trial repo1i 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 1.50 $575.00 $862.50 10/18/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction relating to 
Craig disease claims including time searching and collect documents 

from discove1y database and summarizing plaintiff deposition 
testimony. 

Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 10/19/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction relating to 
Craig disease claims including time searching and collect documents 

from discove1y database and summarizing plaintiff deposition 
testimony. 
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Straub, Associate 3.00 $575.00 $1,725.00 10/20/2021 Summarize plaintiff deposition transcripts in preparation of trial. 
Craig 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 10/20/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction. 
Craig 
Brown Paitner 0.75 $660.00 $495.00 10/20/2021 conespondence regarding NY plaintiff 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Paitner 0.50 $660.00 $330.00 10/21/2021 call w/co-counsel regarding ti·ial issues 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paitner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 10/21/2021 Conference call regarding ti·ial issues 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paitner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 10/21/2021 prepai·e for and have trial strategy meeting with team 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 10/21/2021 Call with attorneys Brown, O'Reardon, and Blood regai·ding 
Craig ti·ial prepai·ation including time spent prepai·ing for call which 

required review and analyses of plaintiff deposition ti·anscripts 
Straub, Associate 5.00 $575.00 $2,875.00 10/22/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction; save and 
Craig prepai·e all exhibits for filing. 
Straub, Associate 1.50 $575.00 $862.50 10/26/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction; save and 
Craig prepai·e all exhibits for filing. 
Straub, Associate 1.25 $575.00 $718.75 10/28/2021 Seai·ched, collected, and analyzed recent case law regai·ding 
Craig Mike Dennis and consumer smveys. Email to attorneys Blood 

and O"Reai·don regai·ding same 
Straub, Associate 0.50 $575.00 $287.50 11/1/2021 Calls with class members regarding upcoming ti·ial. 
Craig 
O'Reardon, Paitner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 11/2/2021 follow up with team about new york ti·ial and expe1i s and fishon 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 5.00 $575.00 $2,875.00 11/4/2021 Edit and revise motion for preliminaiy injunction regarding 
Craig Disease Claims. 
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Straub, Associate 2.50 $575.00 $1,437.50 11/9/2021 Edit and revise j oint case management brief and plaintiffs' 
Craig supplemental brief; emails with defense counsel and BHO 

partners regarding same. 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 11/10/2021 Call with survey expe1i regarding scheduling; time spent 
Craig collecting documents for expert 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 11/10/2021 review local rnles and standing orders and expe1is schedules and 
Thomas put together pretrial timelines and goals and circulate to team; 

call with Mike Dennis about survey work; follow up with CS 
about label exemplai·s and review database for same 

Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 11/15/2021 Calendar trial related dates 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 3.50 $575.00 $2,012.50 11/18/2021 Created spreadsheet regai·ding communications with retailers 
Craig and obtain retailer sales data; search collect and summai·ize 

previously produced data to detennine what is needed; edit and 
revise motion in liminie related to customer satisfaction. 

Straub, Associate 1.50 $575.00 $862.50 11/19/2021 Edit and revise emails to retailers regai·ding retail sales 
Craig including time spent organizing and analyzing previously 

produced data .. 
Straub, Associate 4.25 $575.00 $2,443.75 11/19/2021 Edit and revise motion for approval of the class notice program 
Craig including call with attorney O'Reardon regarding same; edit and 

revise motion in limine relating to customer satisfaction. 
Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 11/22/2021 Edit and revise motions in limine; created potential timeline trial 
Craig demonstrative; edit and revise motion for class notice approval 
Straub, Associate 2.75 $575.00 $1,581.25 11/23/2021 Edit and revise motions in limine; created potential timeline trial 
Craig demonstrative; edit and revise motion for class notice aooroval 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 11/24/2021 Follow up WITH COLIN WEIR ABOUT DMAAGES REPORT 
Thomas AND DEADLINES; review correspondence from defense 

counsel about deadlines for expe1its and follow up with TB and 
CS about same 

Straub, Associate 7.50 $575.00 $4,312.50 11/29/2021 Seai·ch, collect, and summarize recent scientific studies related 
Craig to the ingredients in Joint Juice· edit and revise possible trial 
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demonstrntives; edit and revised prior expeit repo1is for 
fo1matting and proof-reading. 

Straub, Associate 6.50 $575.00 $3,737.50 11/30/2021 Search, collect, and summarize recent scientific studies related 
Craig to the ingredients in Joint Juice; edit and revise possible trial 

demonstratives; edit and revised prior expeit repo1is for 
fo1matting and proof-reading. 

Straub, Associate 4.25 $575.00 $2,443.75 12/1/2021 Edit and revise motions in limine including time confo1ming to 
Craig NY law; edit, revise, and send emails to retailers; edit and revise 

potential trial demonstratives; call with data vender regarding 
software issues with printing from database. 

Straub, Associate 1.50 $575.00 $862.50 12/2/2021 Edit and revise motion in limine. 
Craig 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 12/3/2021 Edit and revise motion in limine. 
Craig 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 12/6/2021 Analysis with T. O'Reai·don regai·ding expe1i exchanges and 
Timothy related issues 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.75 $710.00 $532.50 12/6/2021 call with Amit R about expe1i scheduling; call with TB about 
Thomas expe1is and follow up with defense counsel about same; call 

with Colin Weir about expe1i repo1i and data for same 
Straub, Associate 1.50 $575.00 $862.50 12/6/2021 Call with damages expert; time spent prepai·ing for call; emails 
Craig to retailers; edit and revise prom:ess notes related to subpoenas 
Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 12/8/2021 Collect and save potential documents to provide for mai·keting 
Craig expe1i; collect and save potential documents to provide for 

dainages expe1i; call with retailer regarding sales; edit, revise, 
send email to retailer detailing data requirements; edit and 
revise motion in limine. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 12/14/2021 finalize motion for pendency in fishon; follow up with costco 
Thomas about retail data subpoena; follow up with amit r about expe1i 

deadlines and scjeduling issues 
Straub, Associate 3.00 $575.00 $1,725.00 12/14/2021 Edit, revise, and prepai·e motion for approval of class notice 
Craig including all exhibits and the proposed order in Fishon. 
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Straub, Associate 1.75 $575.00 $1,006.25 12/17/2021 Call with retailer regarding sales data; search and collect UPC 
Craig and related data; email to retailer. 
Straub, Associate 2.75 $575.00 $1,581.25 12/20/2021 Call with marketing expert; search and collect documents for 
Craig expert; email expe1i 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 2.50 $710.00 $1,775.00 12/21/2021 call with Dr Guilak about repo1i and study and follow up with 
Thomas CS about same; review doc database for manufacturing docs 

and specs for Guilak review 
Blood, Paiiner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 12/21/2021 Telephone conference with Fai·shid Guilak regai·ding expe1i 
Timothy report and follow up on product composition ratios 
Straub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 12/21/2021 Edit and revise expe1i retainer; collect document relevant to 
Craig expe1is; call with science expe1i regai·ding repo1i; review and 

edit class notice. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.00 $710.00 $710.00 12/22/2021 call with Dr Dennis about survey and follow up with CS about 
Thomas docs for same; call with CS about Dr Rucker assignment 
Straub, Associate 1.50 $575.00 $862.50 12/22/2021 Call with survey expe1i ; search and collect documents relevant 
Craig to expe1i smvey. 
Straub, Associate 0.50 $575.00 $287.50 12/28/2021 Emails with attorney O'Reardon regarding marketing expe1i; 
Craig time spent reviewing prior repo1i. 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 12/29/2021 Review, summai·ize, and analyze document produced; provided 
Craig relevant documents to survey expe1i; call and emails with 

attorney O'Reardon regai·ding experts 
Straub, Associate 1.00 $575.00 $575.00 12/30/2021 Call with attorney O'Reai·don regarding survey expe1i and 
Craig recent discovery from Premier call with smvey expe1i . 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 5.50 $710.00 $3,905.00 1/5/2022 pull and review latest reseai·ch on glucosamine for potential 
Thomas anlaysis by Dr McAlindon 
Straub, Associate 0.50 $575.00 $287.50 1/5/2022 Call with attorney O'Reardon regarding expe1i repo1i s. 
Craig 
Blood, Paiiner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 1/6/2022 Telephone conference with M. Dennis regai·ding survey issues 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 6.25 $710.00 $4,437.50 1/6/2022 review marketing docs in Dr Rucker folder and call with him 
Thomas about same and repo1i draft; continue review and update 

reseai·ch on glucosamne studies and call with Dr McAlindon 
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about repo1i drafting; call with Dr Dennis about survey and 
report 

Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 1/6/2022 Call with expe1i s Rucker, Dennis, McAlindon; call with 
Craig attorney O'Reardon regarding expert repo1i s; fonnatted report 

templates; searched and collected doclllllents relevant to each 
expe1i. 

Blood, Paiiner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 1/7/2022 Paii icipate in telephone conference with F. Guilak regarding 
Timothv expe1i report and follow up on same. 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 1/7/2022 Update and fonnat McAlindon repo1i from prior his repo1i . 
Craig Proofread repo1i and perfo1m literature seai·ch update. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 5.00 $710.00 $3,550.00 1/7/2022 review preclinical studies and call with Dr Guilak about saine; 
Thomas review sales data and surmnai·ize same and calls with Colin 

Weir and Craig S about same 
Straub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 1/9/2022 Update and fo1mat McAlindon repo1i from his prior report. 
Craig Proofread repo1i and perfo1m literature seai·ch update. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.50 $710.00 $6,035.00 1/10/2022 review revised repo1i from Dr. McAlindon and update reseai·ch 
Thomas on vitainin D, vitamin C and chondroitin studies and call with 

Craig S about same; review and sUllllllai·ize Darcy Hom 
deposition 2 to potentially provide to Dr Rucker for repo1i 
purposes and call with Craig S about saine 

Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 1/10/2022 Update and fo1mat McAlindon repo1i from his prior repo1i. 
Craig Proofread repo1i and perfo1m literature seai·ch update; email 

with retailers regai·ding sales· analysis of sales data. 
Straub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 1/11/2022 Update and fo1mat McAlindon repo1i from his prior repo1i. 
Craig Proofread repo1i and perfo1m literature seai·ch update; email 

with retailers regai·ding sales; analysis of sales data; call with 
dainages expe1i; download and analyze recently produced sales 
data. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 1/11/2022 review sales data received from sam's club and follow up with 
Thomas CS about same; follow up with Costco about sales data 

production: follow up with Rite Aid sales data: call with Colin 
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Weir about repo1i and sales data; review updates to mcalindon 
report and follow up with CS about same 

Maytorena, Paralegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 1/12/2022 Calendar dates relating to the Fishon trial 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 1/12/2022 review mcalindon updated repo1i and studies cited in same and 
Thomas follow up with CS about same 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 1/12/2022 Update and fonnat McAlindon repo1i from his prior repo1i. 
Craig Proofread repo1i and perfo1m literature seai·ch update; edit and 

fo1mat mai·keting expert repo1i including time correcting all 
citations to the record; confnm academic literature citations. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 6.00 $710.00 $4,260.00 1/13/2022 review updated McAlindon report, follow up with Dr 
Thomas McAlindon about same and call with CS about same; follow up 

with Amit R about rite aid walmaii and sam's club sales data 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 1/13/2022 Update and fo1mat McAlindon repo1i; call with attorney 
Craig O'Reai·don regai·ding same; Proofread repo1i and perfo1m 

literature seai·ch update; edit and fo1mat mai·keting expe1i repo1i 
including time coITecting all citations to the record; confnm 
academic literature citations; call with attorney O'Reai·don 
regai·ding produced third paity retail sales. 

Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 1/14/2022 Edit and fonnat marketing expe1i repo1i including time 
Craig coITecting all citations; confnm academic literature citations; 

created chart of document legal descriptions for all retail sales 
productions. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 2.00 $710.00 $1,420.00 1/16/2022 review Dr Rucker draft repo1i ; follow up with Dr Guilak and Dr 
Thomas Rucker about repo1is 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 1/17/2022 Edit and fonnat mai·keting expe1i repo1i including time 
Craig coITecting all citations; confnm academic literature citations; 

created chart of document descriptions; collected all depositions 
and exhibits for trial and expe1is and organize/surnmai·ize 

Blood, Paiiner 2.25 $960.00 $2,160.00 1/17/2022 Work on Rucker report 
Timothv 
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O'Reardon, Partner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 1/17/2022 continue reviewing rncker repo1i and revising sam e; review and 
Thomas revise draft repo1i from colin weir and research NY interest law 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 1/18/2022 Edit and fonnat marketing expe1i repo1i including time 
Craig co1Tecting all citations; confnm academic literature citations and 

create list of documents · call with science exoe1i 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 1/18/2022 call with Dr Guilak about repo1i ; continue researching NY 
Thomas interest law and follow up with CS about same; review Guilak 

draft reoo1i and send comments to saine 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 1/18/2022 Telephone conference with F. Guilak regarding expert report 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 1/19/2022 continue review and comments to rncker draft repo1i; continue 
Thomas reviewing scientific studies for potential analysis by dr 

mcalindon; pull papers for dr rncker review; review AAOS and 
prof org widelines and follow up with TB and CS about same 

Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 1/19/2022 Edit and fonnat mai·keting expe1i repo1i including time 
Craig co1Tecting all citations; confnm academic literature citations and 

create list of documents for science expe1i; call with attorney 
O'Reardon regai·ding expe1is 

Blood, Paiiner 3.00 $960.00 $2,880.00 1/20/2022 Work on expe1i repo1is, including telephone conferences 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 1/20/2022 Calls with expe1is Weir, Rucker, and McAlindon including time 
Craig prepai·ing for calls; edit and revise all citations from McAlindon 

repo1i for documents citations list; analyze retail sales data and 
scientific studies for use at trial; edit and revise list of class 
members that have contacted before for calls back. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 1/20/2022 draft summa1y and analysis of new GC guidelines and meet 
Thomas with TB and CS about saine; call with Colin Wier about repo1i; 

call with dr rncker about report; follow up with TB about 
mcalindon repo1i comments; call with dr mcalindon about 
repo1i; follow up with dr ievsevai· about aaos repo1i 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 1/21/2022 review data produced today by Costco and follow up with them 
Thomas about saine; review and provide srnnrested redlines to Dennis 
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report and coordinate same with TB and CS and call with Dr 
Dennis; review Dr Rucker repo1i and made suggestions to same 
and follow up with Dr Rucker; review GC reccos, summarize 
same and call with Dr McAlindon about same and his repo1i; 
follow up with Dr Guilak about repo1i 

Blood, Paiiner 5.25 $960.00 $5,040.00 1/21/2022 Work on expe1i repo1is 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 1/21/2022 Edit and revise all citations from all expe1i repo1is for 
Craig documents citations list; analyze retail sales data and scientific 

studies for use at trial; edit and revise list of class members that 
have contacted before for calls back; numerous calls with 
attorney O'Reardon regai·ding expert repo1is. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 4.00 $710.00 $2,840.00 1/23/2022 review Guilak repo1i and comments to same; call with Dr 
Thomas McAlindon and reviewing his repo1i 
Blood, Paiiner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 1/23/2022 Work on expe1i repo1is 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 1/24/2022 Edit and revise all citations from all expe1i repo1is for 
Craig documents citations list; finalize all exhibits and expe1i repo1is; 

edit and revise potential trial demonstratives. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.50 $710.00 $6,035.00 1/24/2022 work with the 5 expe1is and CS throughout the day to finalize 
Thomas each of the expert repo1is and attachments; final and serve 

reports on defense counsel 
Straub, Associate 6.50 $575.00 $3,737.50 1/25/2022 Review defendant's expe1i repo1is, collected and analyze 
Craig documents cited; call with attorney O'Reai·don regarding same; 

calls with class members regarding trial. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 1/25/2022 begin review of Premier's expe1i reports; send repo1is to our 
Thomas expe1is and begin coordinating rebuttal; review scientific studies 

cited in new Grande and Silvennan reports; draft adve1iisement 
for NY plaintiff; review Sains, Walma1i, Costco and Rite Aid 
sales data and draft memo summarizing same and follow up 
with Colin Weir and CS about same; follow up with defense 
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counsel about disclosures; draft declaration for Costco to sign 
and send same to Costco counsel 

Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 1/26/2022 Calls with class members regarding trial; call with damages 
Craig expe1i regarding newly produced data; analyze and regarding-

calculate damages. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 2.75 $710.00 $1,952.50 1/26/2022 follow up with antonia about signatures on repo1is and fix same; 
Thomas call with colin weir about repo1i and data; follow up with CVS, 

Rite Aid and Wal!Zreens about sales data status 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 5.75 $710.00 $4,082.50 1/27/2022 follow up with Amit R about expe1i depositions; review premier 
Thomas expe1i reports; call with Dr Dennis about rebuttal repo1i ; call 

with teain about expe1i repo1is and rebuttals 
Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 1/27/2022 Calls with class members regarding trial; call with smvey expert 
Craig regai·ding rebuttal repo1i ; call with attorneys O'Reardon and 

Peters regarding expe1is and trial; including time prepai·ing for 
all calls and reviewing Premier's expe1i repo1is with my 
annotations. 

Blood, Paiiner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 1/28/2022 Conference call regarding rebuttal argmnents with D. Ruker 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 1/28/2022 exchange comms with Costco about sales data and revise draB 
Thomas declaration about same; draft and send expe1i disclosures to 

antonia s; follow up with amit r about expe1i scheduling; follow 
up with dr mcalindon about meeting and rebuttal repo1i; review 
premier repo1is and follow up with TB about saine; review 
supplement materials produced by poret and follow up with dr 
dennis about same 

Straub, Associate 5.00 $575.00 $2,875.00 1/28/2022 Calls with class members regarding trial; call with marekting 
Craig expe1i regai·ding rebuttal repo1i ; call with attorney O'Reardon 

regai·ding expe1is and trial; including time prepai·ing for all calls 
and reviewing Premier's expert repo1is with my annotations. 

Straub, Associate 6.00 $575.00 $3,450.00 1/31/2022 Calls with class members regai·ding trial; edit and revise 
Craig scientific demonstratives for trial; seai·ch, collect, Sllllllllai·ize 
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case law on materiality for possible use in jmy instmctions and 
motions in limine. 

Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 2/1/2022 Telephone conference with T. MacAlindon regarding rebuttal 
Timothy report. 
O'Reardon, Partner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 2/1/2022 review mcalindon rebuttal and send comments to same and 
Thomas follow up with CS about same; follow up with dr mcalindon and 

guilak and weir about deposition availability 
Straub, Associate 7.75 $575.00 $4,456.25 2/1/2022 Calls and emails with class members regarding ti·ial; created 
Craig detailed notes for each call and email; edit and revise scientific 

demonsti·atives for ti·ial; search and collect all scientific studies 
referenced in opposing repo1ts; call with Dr. McAlindon 
regarding rebuttal repo1t . 

Straub, Associate 5.50 $575.00 $3,162.50 2/2/2022 Analyze Silve1man and Grande repo1ts; search, collect, and save 
Craig all studies referenced in repo1ts. 
O'Reardon, Paitner 3.50 $710.00 $2,485.00 2/2/2022 call with TB about substitution; pull newly cited scientific 
Thomas studies; call with dr m cker about draft rebuttal repo1t 
Blood, Paitner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 2/2/2022 Telephone conference with T. O'Reai·don regai·ding substituting 
Timothv in new olaintiff strategy 
O'Reardon, Paitner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 2/3/2022 review grande and silvennan repo1ts and call with CS about 
Thomas saine; draft and circulate shell for dr guilak and call with dr 

guilak about rebuttal; call with ainit r about expe1t deposition 
dates and follow up with antonia s about same; pull marketing 
studies about packaging for m cker review 

O'Reardon, Paitner 1.50 $710.00 $1,065.00 2/3/2022 call with co-counsel and defense counsel about disco status and 
Thomas circulate revised status repo1t for same 
Straub, Associate 6.50 $575.00 $3,737.50 2/3/2022 Analyze Silve1man and Grande repo1ts and edit and revise 
Craig memo regai·ding same; search, collect, and save all studies 

referenced in repo1ts; calls with attorney O'Reardon regai·ding 
reports. 

Straub, Associate 7.00 $575.00 $4,025.00 2/4/2022 Call with counsel regai·ding upcoming depositions; review and 
Craig comment on Rucker rebuttal ; seai·ch collect and analyze 
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scientific articles for rebuttal; summarize facts of scientific 
studies cited by Grande and Silvennan 

O'Reardon, Partner 6.00 $710.00 $4,260.00 2/4/2022 continue review and comments to rncker rebuttal and send same 
Thomas to TB and CS for comments; follow up with dr dennis about 

rebuttal follow uo with amit r about exoert scheduling 
O'Reardon, Partner 4.00 $710.00 $2,840.00 2/5/2022 reviewing dr mcalindon rebuttal repo1i and follow up with him 
Thomas about same 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 5.50 $710.00 $3,905.00 2/6/2022 call with dr mcalindon about rebuttal repo1i and continue review 
Thomas of same 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 4.00 $710.00 $2,840.00 2/7/2022 call with dr dennis about rebuttal repo1i and follow up with ainit 
Thomas r about poret data; follow up with costco about sales data status; 

discuss potential MILs with team; follow up with team on 
scheduling issues and deoosition coverage 

Brown Paiiner 1.00 $660.00 $660.00 2/7/2022 trial prepai·ation call w/trial team 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 2/7/2022 Review and comment on Rucker rebuttal; seai·ch, collect, and 
Craig analyze scientific aii icles for rebuttal; calls with NY class 

members regai·ding trial; summarize facts of scientific studies 
cited by Grande and Silve1man 

Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 2/8/2022 Review and comment on Rucker rebuttal; seai·ch, collect, and 
Craig analyze scientific aii icles for rebuttal; calls with NY class 

members regai·ding trial; analyzed open-ended answer from 
Poret smvey; summarize facts of scientific studies cited by 
Grande and Silvennan; reseai·ch and summai·ize law on 
materiality; emails regarding exhibit list; call with attorney 
Blood regai·ding trial strategv 

Brown Paiiner 1.75 $660.00 $1,155.00 2/8/2022 coordination w/DM regai·ding exhibit list for trial 
(Roach), 
Paula 
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Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 2/9/2022 edit and revise exhibit list for trial; clean up Rucker reubuttal 
Craig report; calls with NY class members; Teams call regarding trial 

strnte12:v 
O'Reardon, Partner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 2/9/2022 research 349 statuto1y damages issues and circulate case law to 
Thomas team; review poret raw data and follow up with mike dennis 

about same 
Brown Partner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 2/9/2022 trial preparation and research 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 2/10/2022 Trial Preparation meeting 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 2/10/2022 trial preparation and research on expert issues, damages 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 7.75 $575.00 $4,456.25 2/10/2022 edit and revise exhibit list for trial 
Craig 
O'Reardon, Partner 5.50 $710.00 $3,905.00 2/10/2022 follow up with team about expert depo coverage; continue 
Thomas review and comments on rncker rebuttal draft and circulate 

same; follow up with amit r about poret data issues; pull a1ticles 
for rncker review; follow up with TB about stone deposition 
issues; research r26 expe1t repo1t requirements and payment for 
dr stone; 

Blood, Paitner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 2/10/2022 Work on expe1t rebuttal repo1ts 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 2/11/2022 edit and revise exhibit list for trial; search, collect and 
Craig summarize basic details follow up scientific studies cited by 

defense expe1ts; call with attorney O'Reardon regarding Rucker 
report and depositions. 

Brown Paitner 1.50 $660.00 $990.00 2/11/2022 reseai·ch on damages issues 
(Roach), 
Paula 
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Blood, Partner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 2/11/2022 Work on expe1i rebuttal reports 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.50 $710.00 $2,485.00 2/11/2022 pull materials for stone deposition and follow up with amit r 
Thomas about same; review mcker rebuttal and follow up with team 

about same; follow up with dr guilak about deposition 
scheduling; coordinate with repo1ier for stone deposition 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 5.00 $710.00 $3,550.00 2/12/2022 review Dennis repo1i and circulate comments to same; review 
Thomas Guilak reoo1i and circulate collllllents 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.50 $710.00 $2,485.00 2/13/2022 coordinate with Drs Dennis, Stone and Guilak about their 
Thomas reports; call with Dr M about repo1i and work with him to 

review same 
Brown Paiiner 0.50 $660.00 $330.00 2/14/2022 expe1i deposition scheduling 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 2/14/2022 Work on rebuttal reports 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 9.75 $575.00 $5,606.25 2/14/2022 work on and prepai·e expe1i rebuttal reports for exchange with 
Craig defendant; several meetings with attorney O'Reai·don regai·ding 

same. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 2/14/2022 coordinate with Drs Dennis, McAlindon and Guilak throughout 
Thomas day and review their repo1is and help finalize same and serve 

same on def; begin review of defs repo1is 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 2/15/2022 Seai·ch and collect all document related to Stone in prepai·ation 
Craig for deposition; edit and revise deposition memo. 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 2/15/2022 Confinn Stone deposition and made changes to account 
Dafne 
Brown Paiiner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 2/15/2022 expe1i depo prepai·ation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.50 $710.00 $5,325.00 2/15/2022 prepai·e for Kevin Stone deposition; calls with Dr McAlindon 
Thomas about rebuttal repo1is and depo strategy and calls iwth TB about 

same 
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Maytorena, Paralegal 1.50 $280.00 $420.00 2/16/2022 Order various deposition videos for trial; Worked on ti·ial exhibit 
Dafne list 
O'Reardon, Partner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 2/16/2022 review Choi reports and prepare outline and doc requests; 
Thomas prepare for and take deposition of KEvin Stone; meet with team 

about expert depoasition sti·ategy and Stone and mtn for 
sanctions against J Grant; 

Su-aub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 2/16/2022 prepare for deposition of Stone including time collecting and 
Craig preparing potential exhibits; attend deposition of Stone; edit and 

revise ti·ial duties list and backm:ound for ti·ial counsel. 
Blood, Partner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 2/16/2022 Assist in depo preparations and sti·ategize Daubert motions 
Timothy regarding K. Stone 
Brown Partner 3.00 $660.00 $1,980.00 2/16/2022 expe1i depo and ti·ial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Paiiner 0.75 $660.00 $495.00 2/17/2022 co1Tespondence w/Eric Fishon and other plaintiffs 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 2/17/2022 continue reviewing Choi repo1i and preparing outline for saine 
Thomas and drafting doc requests for same and follow up with defense 

counsel aboput same; review Grande repo1is and prepai·e for 
depo of Grande 

Maytorena, Pai·alegal 6.00 $280.00 $1,680.00 2/17/2022 Calendar expe1i depositions; Edit u-ial exhibit list 
Dafne 
Su-aub, Associate 7.00 $575.00 $4,025.00 2/17/2022 Edit and revise motion for leave to amend complaint; reseai·ch 
Craig and summarize for plaintiff's counsel magisu-ate rules on 

discove1y disputes; edit and revise proposed order related to 
discove1y dispute regai·ding defense counsel speaking objections 
at deoosition at direction of attomev Blood. 

Brown Paiiner 5.50 $660.00 $3,630.00 2/18/2022 Choi deposition prepai·ation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
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O'Reardon, Partner 7.50 $710.00 $5,325.00 2/18/2022 continue preparing for Choi and Grande depositions 
Thomas 
Brown Partner 5.00 $660.00 $3,300.00 2/20/2022 Choi deposition preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 2/21/2022 prepare for grande deposition and review studies for same; 
Thomas follow up with dr guilak about science issues 
Straub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 2/22/2022 edit and revise potential stipulation/proposed order regarding 
Craig deposition protocols; search, collect, and summarize potential 

exhibits for Choi and Grande depositions. 
Brown Partner 7.50 $660.00 $4,950.00 2/22/2022 Choi deposition preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 2/22/2022 follow up with colin weir about requested data; review 
Thomas scheduling changes per todays order and follow up with team 

about same; review decl from costco received today; call with 
PB about Choi deposition; prepare for grande deposition and 
coordinate with repo1ter about same; follow up with amit r 
about deposition logistics 

Blood, Paitner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 2/22/2022 Work on motion for leave to amend 
Timothy 
Blood, Paitner 1.75 $960.00 $1,680.00 2/22/2022 Work on motion expe1t deposition preparation 
Timothy 
Blood, Paitner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 2/23/2022 Prepare for and pa1ticipate in CMC 
Timothy 
Brown Paitner 4.00 $660.00 $2,640.00 2/23/2022 deposition of Choi 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 2/23/2022 Edit and revise motion for leave to amend including time 
Craig searching, collecting, and summarizing case law; search, collect, 

and summarize potential exhibits for Grande deposition; 
meeting with attorney O'Reardon regai·ding Grande deposition; 
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set up and prepare for Choi deposition; attended po1i ion of Choi 
deposition. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.75 $710.00 $5,502.50 2/23/2022 continue prepai·ation for Grande deposition; calls about ongoing 
Thomas Choi deposition; follow up with Amit R about Fishon and 

substittion 
Blood, Paiiner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 2/23/2022 Work on expe1i discove1y and deposition preparation 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 2/24/2022 Work on motion to substitute, including emails with defense 
Timothy counsel. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 2/24/2022 prepai·e for and take grande deposition; meet with team about 
Thomas science issues and grande testimony 
Straub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 2/24/2022 Edit and revise motion for leave to amend; plan, prepare, and 
Craig set-up for Grande deposition- attend deposition of Grande. 
Brown Paiiner 5.50 $660.00 $3,630.00 2/25/2022 trial preparation meeting, motions in limine, motion to exclude 
(Roach), Choi 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 6.00 $710.00 $4,260.00 2/25/2022 meet with TB about confonning complaint to proof about pain 
Thomas allegations and reseai·ch pain arguments made throughout case; 

review and revise mtn for leave to amend to substitute and 
conduct reseai·ch about issues in same; poret deposition prep 

Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.75 $280.00 $210.00 2/25/2022 Review, edit and cite check motion for leave to add new class 
Dafne rep 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 2/25/2022 Edit and revise motion for leave to amend, blood declaration, & 
Craig proposed order; prepare all documents for filing and oversee 

filing. 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 2/25/2022 Edit trial exhibit list 
Dafne 
Brown Paiiner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 2/27/2022 drafting Choi motion to exclude 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 3.00 $280.00 $840.00 2/28/2022 Edit trial exhibit list 
Dafne 
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Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 2/28/2022 Edit and revise powerpoint presentation for ti·ial counsel 
Craig meeting; call with expert Rucker regarding deposition; search, 

collect, and summarize case law for iurv instrnctions 
O'Reardon, Partner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 2/28/2022 continue preparing for poret deposition; coordinate with repo1ier 
Thomas about expert depositon logistics; send amit r expe1i deposition 

notices; call with dr rncker about deposition; review grande 
repo1is from other cases and follow up with CS about same; 
follow up withh dr dennis about poret deposition preparation 
and comparing old and new repo1is and smveys; edit fishon cmc 
stmt and send same to defense counsel 

Blood, Paiiner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 2/28/2022 Work on status conference statement 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 1.75 $960.00 $1,680.00 2/28/2022 Telephone conference with D. Rucker regarding deposition 
Timothy prepai·ation and critique of Steckel 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 2/28/2022 Calendar briefing regarding motion for leave to file SAC 
Dafne 
Blood, Paiiner 2.50 $960.00 $2,400.00 2/28/2022 Work on expe1i witness deposition preparation 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 3/1/2022 Work on preparation for Poret deposition with T. O'Reardon 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 8.75 $575.00 $5,031.25 3/1/2022 Edit and revise powerpoint presentation for ti·ial counsel 
Craig meeting; search, collect, and summai·ize case law for jmy 

instructions; edit and revise exhibit list prepai·e for expe1i 
depositions. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 3/1/2022 prepai·e for poret deposition tomonow and follow up with TB 
Thomas and dr dennis about same; finalize cmc repo1i with defense 

counsel 
Brown Paiiner 10.00 $660.00 $6,600.00 3/2/2022 memo on elements of claim for ti·ial Preparation meeting, 
(Roach), daube1i motions 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 3/2/2022 prepai·e for and depose poret; follow up about poret data issues 
Thomas with amit r 
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Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 3/2/2022 Edit and revise powerpoint presentation for tr·ial counsel 
Craig meeting; search, collect, and summarize case law for jmy 

instructions; edit and revise exhibit list prepare for expe1t 
depositions; attend deposition of Poret 

Blood, Paitner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 3/2/2022 Conferences regai·ding Poret deposition 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 3/2/2022 Edit and revise powerpoint presentation for tr·ial counsel 
Craig meeting; search, collect, and summai·ize case law for jmy 

instructions; edit and revise exhibit list prepai·e for expe1t 
depositions; attend deposition of Poret 

Blood, Paitner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 3/2/2022 Fmther work on expe1t discove1y 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paitner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 3/3/2022 meet with team at bho to go over tr·ial strategy; follow up with 
Thomas dr mcalindon and dr guilak about deposition Prepai·ation; help 

prepai·e binders for dr mcalindon and dr guilak with deposition 
materials; prepai·e for silvennan deposition tomoITow 

Straub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 3/3/2022 Trial counsel meeting at BHO; seai·ch, collect, and summai·ize 
Craig case law for jmy instructions; edit and revise exhibit list & 

prepai·e for expe1t depositions 
Brown Paitner 6.50 $660.00 $4,290.00 3/3/2022 tr·ial Prepai·ation meeting, jmy instructions, witness list 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 3/4/2022 edit and revise exhibit list & attend deposition of Grande; call 
Craig with expe1t Dennis regai·ding upcoming depositions; meeting 

with attorney Blood regai·ding Steckel deposition . 
Brown Paitner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 3/4/2022 jmy instr11ctions, trial Prepai·ation, daube1t 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paitner 10.50 $710.00 $7,455.00 3/4/2022 take deposition of Stuart Silvennan; prepare for Guilak and 
Thomas McAlindon depositions 
Blood, Paitner 3.50 $960.00 $3,360.00 3/4/2022 Prepare for Steckel deposition 
Timothy 
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O'Reardon, Partner 2.25 $710.00 $1,597.50 3/5/2022 review studies and defs repo1is, and call with Dr Guilak to 
Thomas prepare for his deposition on Monday 
Blood, Paiiner 3.25 $960.00 $3,120.00 3/6/2022 Prepare for Steckel deposition 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.75 $710.00 $2,662.50 3/6/2022 prepai·e for and have call with Dr McAlindon to prepai·e for his 
Thomas deposition on Tuesday 
Straub, Associate 1.75 $575.00 $1,006.25 3/6/2022 edit and revise memo regai·ding Steckel's deposition questions at 
Craig direction of attorney Blood; collect potential depo exhibits for 

attorney Blood. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 3/7/2022 prepai·e for and defend Dr Guilak's deposition; call with Dr 
Thomas McAlindon to prepare for his deposition 
Straub, Associate 10.75 $575.00 $6,181.25 3/7/2022 attended depositions of Steckel and Guilak including the time 
Craig prepai·ing and setting up depostion; call with trial counsel 

regai·ding plaintiff; call with expe1i Rucker regai·ding deposition 
prepai·ation. 

Brown Paiiner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 3/7/2022 prepai·ation meeting w/plaintiff montera, call w/GJ regarding 
(Roach), plaintiff 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 3/8/2022 attended depositions of McAlindon; edit and revise trial exhibit 
Craig list; call with expert Rucker regai·ding deposition 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.25 $710.00 $7,277.50 3/8/2022 prepai·e for and defend dr mcalindon deposition 
Thomas 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.75 $280.00 $210.00 3/9/2022 Follow up on missing transcript; Save depo videos 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 3/9/2022 edit and revised exhibit list; call with expe1i Dennis; attended 
Craig deposition of expe1i Rucker 
Brown Paiiner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 3/9/2022 Daube1i motions and trial prepai·aton 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 6.50 $710.00 $4,615.00 3/9/2022 call with dr dennis to prepare for deposition; strategize about 
Thomas daube1i motions; follow up with dr dennis aboout scheduling 

issues; coordinate with colin weir about deposition timing; 
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Brown Partner 7.00 $660.00 $4,620.00 3/10/2022 daube1i motions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 3/10/2022 Edit and revise exhibit list; attend deposition of expe1i Dennis; 
Craig edit and revise motion to exclude Stone 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.50 $710.00 $6,035.00 3/10/2022 prepai·e for and defend Dr Dennis deposition; call with Colin 
Thomas Weir to prepai·e for his deposition tomonow; call with team 

about Daube1i motions and work on Stone and Palumbo 
motions 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 3/11/2022 prepai·e for and defend colin weir deposition; begin drafting mtn 
Thomas to exculde silvennan 
Straub, Associate 8.75 $575.00 $5,031.25 3/11/2022 Edit and revise motion to exclude Stone; call with class 
Craig representative Ms. Bland; Call with trial attorney; attend 

deposition of expe1i Weir. 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.50 $280.00 $140.00 3/11/2022 Save deposition transcripts; Send requested document to T. 
Dafne Blood 
Brown Paiiner 7.00 $660.00 $4,620.00 3/11/2022 stip on decert schedule; daube1i motions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 6.25 $575.00 $3,593.75 3/13/2022 Edit and revise motion to exclude expert Stone. 
Craig 
Blood, Paiiner 5.50 $960.00 $5,280.00 3/14/2022 Work on Daube1i motions 
Timothv 
Straub, Associate 10.75 $575.00 $6,181.25 3/14/2022 Edit and revise motions to exclude Stone and Palumbo; call with 
Craig trial attorneys; edit and revise reply in suppo1i of motion to 

leave 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.50 $280.00 $140.00 3/14/2022 Download and profile depo exhibits 
Dafne 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 4.00 $280.00 $1,120.00 3/14/2022 Pull and organize exhibits ISO daubeli motion (Choi); Cite 
Dafne check brief 
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Brown Partner 8.50 $660.00 $5,610.00 3/14/2022 work on Daube1i motions and trial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.75 $710.00 $2,662.50 3/14/2022 work on daubert motion and follow up with PB about same; call 
Thomas with potential iury consultants· call about reply iso mtn for leave 
Brown Paiiner 8.00 $660.00 $5,280.00 3/15/2022 work on Daube1i motions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 5.00 $280.00 $1,400.00 3/15/2022 Finalize Choi Daubert Motion, Blood Deel, exhibits and 
Dafne proposed order; Finalize Stone Daube1i Motion, Blood decl, 

exhibits and proposed order 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 2.50 $710.00 $1,775.00 3/15/2022 follow up about stone payment issue; revise mtn for leave reply 
Thomas and coordinate with PB and CS about same 
Straub, Associate 12.00 $575.00 $6,900.00 3/15/2022 edit and revise reply in suppo1i of motion for leave; call with 
Craig NY class member 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 1.75 $280.00 $490.00 3/15/2022 Profile depo transcripts, exhibits and videos 
Dafne 
Blood, Paiiner 5.00 $960.00 $4,800.00 3/16/2022 Work on Daube1i motions 
Timothy 
Brown Paiiner 8.50 $660.00 $5,610.00 3/16/2022 drafting reply ISO motion for leave to file SAC 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 3/16/2022 work on motion to exclude silvennan and circulate saine 
Thomas 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 1.25 $280.00 $350.00 3/16/2022 Draft sealing papers regarding motion to exclude Choi 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 11.00 $575.00 $6,325.00 3/16/2022 edit and revise motion to exclude Poret; edit and revise motion 
Craig to exclude Palumbo. 
Blood, Paiiner 7.00 $960.00 $6,720.00 3/17/2022 Work on Daube1i motions 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 3/17/2022 Work on reply in suppo1i of motion to substitute plaintiff 
Timothy 
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Brown Partner 8.50 $660.00 $5,610.00 3/17/2022 work on Daube1i motions, reply iso motion for leave to file sac 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 9.75 $575.00 $5,606.25 3/17/2022 edit and revise Blood declarations and proposed orders in 
Craig support of the six motions to exclude Premier's expe1is; collect 

and finalize exhibits; edit and revise reply in suppo1i of motion 
for leave; edit and revise trial exhibit list 

Maytorena, Paralegal 6.50 $280.00 $1,820.00 3/17/2022 Review, cite check, edit, inse1i tables, gather exhibits and 
Dafne finalize suppo1iing documents ISO reply ISO motion for leave 

to file SAC and Poret Daube1i Motion 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 3/17/2022 work on daube1i motions and coordinate about same with CS 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 7.75 $575.00 $4,456.25 3/18/2022 edit and revise Blood declai·ations and proposed orders in 
Craig suppo1i of the six motions to exclude Premier's expe1is; edit and 

revise motion to exclude Silvennan; collect and finalize 
exhibits; edit and revise reply in suppo1i of motion for leave; 
edit and revise trial exhibit list. 

Brown Paiiner 4.00 $660.00 $2,640.00 3/18/2022 work on Daube1i motions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 3/18/2022 work on silvennan motion; work on reply iso leave to ainend; 
Thomas follow up with dr mcalindon about scientific studies 
Brown Paiiner 3.75 $660.00 $2,475.00 3/19/2022 Daube1i motions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 13.50 $710.00 $9,585.00 3/19/2022 work on silvennan daube1i motion and circulate same; work on 
Thomas mtn to exclude grande and circulate saine 
Blood, Paiiner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 3/19/2022 Work on Daube1i motions 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 3.50 $575.00 $2,012 .50 3/20/2022 Edit and revise motion to exclude Silvennan. 
Craig 
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Brown Partner 1.50 $660.00 $990.00 3/20/2022 work on Daube1i motions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 3.50 $960.00 $3,360.00 3/20/2022 Work on Daubeii motions 
Timothv 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 9.00 $280.00 $2,520.00 3/21/2022 Review, edit and finalize Daubert motions regarding Steckel, 
Dafne Silven nan & Grande and suppo1i ing documents 
Blood, Paiiner 4.50 $960.00 $4,320.00 3/21/2022 Work on Daube1i motions 
Timothy 
Brown Paiiner 5.50 $660.00 $3,630.00 3/21/2022 work on Daube1i motions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 3/21/2022 Calendar briefing schedule on motion for dece1iification 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 3/21/2022 finalize grande and silve1man motions 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 8.75 $575.00 $5,031.25 3/21/2022 Edit and revise Blood declai·ations in suppo1i of motions to 
Craig exclude· edit and revise trial exhibit list 
Blood, Paiiner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 3/22/2022 Review, analyze and discuss oppositions to defendant's motions 
Timothy to dismiss 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 3/22/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion to exclude Weir; edit and 
Craig revise exhibit list; edit and revise opposition to motion to 

exclude Gulak. 
Brown Paiiner 3.75 $660.00 $2,475.00 3/22/2022 work on Daube1i oppositions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 5.50 $710.00 $3,905.00 3/22/2022 review defs daube1i motions; coordinate guilak and weir 
Thomas oppositions with CS; follow up with dr dennis about daube1i 

ai·gs 
Blood, Paiiner 2.25 $960.00 $2,160.00 3/23/2022 Work on Daube1i oppositions, including telephone conference 
Timothy with D. Rucker 
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Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 3/23/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion to exclude Guilak; 
Craig including time seai·ching and collecting case law 
O'Reardon, Paitner 4.00 $710.00 $2,840.00 3/23/2022 review steckel reports from other litigation and review mtn to 
Thomas exclude rncker and call with dr rncker; review dr mcalindon 

deposition transcript and follow up with him about potential 
enata 

O'Reardon, Paitner 7.75 $710.00 $5,502.50 3/24/2022 work on rncker daube1i opposition 
Thomas 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.50 $280.00 $140.00 3/24/2022 Download and save depo transcripts and exhibits 
Dafne 
Blood, Paitner 3.00 $960.00 $2,880.00 3/24/2022 Work on Daube1i oppositions 
Timothy 
Brown Paitner 3.00 $660.00 $1,980.00 3/24/2022 work on motions in limine, trial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 3/24/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion to exclude Guilak; 
Craig including time seai·ching and collecting case law; edit and revise 

exhibit list; collect all prior motions in limine and created chart 
of items left to do; emails to pa1tners about the motions and 
what co-counsel can provide; email to co-counsel regai·ding the 
motions and the chart I created 

Brown Paitner 8.00 $660.00 $5,280.00 3/25/2022 trial preparation and Daube1i oppos 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paitner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 3/25/2022 drafting rncker daube1i opposition 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 3/25/2022 Edit and revise exhibit list; seai·ch, collect, and save exhibits for 
Craig trial 
O'Reardon, Paitner 11.50 $710.00 $8,165.00 3/26/2022 work on opposition to motion to exclude Rucker and circulate 
Thomas draft of same 
O'Reardon, Paitner 10.25 $710.00 $7,277.50 3/28/2022 work on rncker daube1i opposition 
Thomas 
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Brown Partner 9.00 $660.00 $5,940.00 3/28/2022 work on Daube1i oppos, trial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 3/28/2022 Edit and revise exhibit list; search, collect, and save exhibits for 
Craig trial 
Blood, Paiiner 3.50 $960.00 $3,360.00 3/28/2022 Work on oppositions to Daubert motions 
Timothy 
Brown Paiiner 9.00 $660.00 $5,940.00 3/29/2022 work on Daube1i oppos; trial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 3/29/2022 Edit and revise exhibit list; seai·ch, collect, and save exhibits for 
Craig trial; edit and revise potential demonstratives for trial. 
Blood, Paiiner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 3/29/2022 Work on oppositions to Daube1i motions 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 11.50 $710.00 $8,165.00 3/29/2022 dennis daube1i opposition drafting; work on weir and rncker 
Thomas oppositions; review guilak opposition 
Brown Paiiner 8.00 $660.00 $5,280.00 3/30/2022 work on Daube1i oppos; trial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.25 $710.00 $7,277.50 3/30/2022 work on opposition to mtn to exculde dennis; work on weir 
Thomas dauber opposition 
Straub, Associate 5.50 $575.00 $3,162.50 3/30/2022 Edit and revise potential demonstratives for trial. 
Craig 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 3/31/2022 continue revising dennis and rncker daube1i oppositions and 
Thomas finalize decls for same; begin review defs daube1i oppositions 

filed tonight 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 6.00 $280.00 $1,680.00 3/31/2022 Review, read, edit, and cite check Rucker opposition and 
Dafne suppo1iing documents; Review, read, edit, and cite check 

Dennis opposition and suppo1iing documents. 
Brown Paiiner 3.75 $660.00 $2,475.00 3/31/2022 work on Daube1i oppos 
(Roach), 
Paula 
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O'Reardon, Partner 0.50 $710.00 $355.00 4/1/2022 work on daubert replies 
Thomas 
Brown Partner 6.75 $660.00 $4,455.00 4/1/2022 work on Daube1i replies 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 2.50 $960.00 $2,400.00 4/4/2022 Meet with graphics team and follow up on vai·ious issues 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 4/4/2022 Work on motion in limine replies 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 10.50 $575.00 $6,037.50 4/4/2022 Edit and revise potential demonstratives for trial; meeting with 
Craig graphics company and trial counsel at BHO; edit and revise 

reply in suooo1i of motion to exclude Stone. 
Brown Paiiner 5.50 $660.00 $3,630.00 4/4/2022 work on Daube1i replies, trial prepai·ation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.50 $710.00 $6,035.00 4/4/2022 work on silvennan and grande daube1i reply briefs; meet with 
Thomas team about graphics and exs for trial 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.75 $280.00 $210.00 4/5/2022 Review, cite check and edit reply brief regarding Choi daube1i 
Dafne motion 
Straub, Associate 12.25 $575.00 $7,043.75 4/5/2022 Edit and revise Stone, Palumbo, and Steckel replys in suppo1i of 
Craig Plaintiff's motions to exclude the designated experts. 
Brown Paiiner 4.50 $660.00 $2,970.00 4/5/2022 work on Daube1i replies, trial prepai·ation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 15.50 $710.00 $11,005.00 4/5/2022 work on silvennan reply brief and circulate draft of same; 
Thomas coordinate supplemental disclosmes; reseai·ch and circulate 

relevant case law on stone reply brief; work on grande reply 
brief and circulate draft of saine 

Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 4/6/2022 Edit and revise Steckel reply in suppo1i of Plaintiff's motions to 
Craig exclude the designated expe1is; edit and revise trial exhibit list. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 4/6/2022 begin review of motion for decertification; revise grande and 
Thomas silvennan daube1i replies 
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Blood, Partner 8.50 $960.00 $8,160.00 4/6/2022 Work on reply briefs in suppo1i of Daube1i motions 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 6.00 $960.00 $5,760.00 4/7/2022 Work on reply briefs in suppo1i of Daube1i motions 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 4/7/2022 Edit and revise replys in suppo1i of Plaintiff's motions to 
Craig exclude the designated expe1is including time preparing replys 

for and exhibits for filing . 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 6.00 $280.00 $1,680.00 4/7/2022 Review, cite check and edit reply briefs ISO daube1i motions for 
Dafne Palumbo, Stone, Steckel, Grande and Silve1man and finalize 

suooorting documents 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.75 $710.00 $6,212 .50 4/7/2022 work on grande reply and send to TB for review; review and 
Thomas revise stone, steckel and palumbo replies; revise silvennan reply 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 4/8/2022 Collect and prepai·e trial exhibits; edit and revised trial exhibit 
Craig list 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 4/8/2022 follow up with Antonia S about Montera deposition dates; work 
Thomas on dece1iifiction oppostion and follow up with team about same 
Blood, Paiiner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 4/11/2022 Work on exhibits and other evidentia1y issues 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 4/11/2022 Collect and prepai·e trial exhibits; edit and revised trial exhibit 
Craig list; search, collect, and sUllllllai·ize case law to be used in 

opposition to Preinier's motion for decertification. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 5.75 $710.00 $4,082.50 4/11/2022 work on dece1i opposition; follow up with Dr McAlindon about 
Thomas trial Prepai·ation- oreoai·e direct exam Os for McAlindon 
Brown Paiiner 1.50 $660.00 $990.00 4/11/2022 work on dece1i oppo 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 4/12/2022 Provide trial related deadlines to co-counsel 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 4/12/2022 Edit and revised discove1y responses (intenogatories and 
Craig requests for production); edit and revised timeline of events trial 

demonstrative including time spent collecting all citations to 
exhibits 
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O'Reardon, Partner 16.00 $710.00 $11,360.00 4/12/2022 continue working on decert opposition and coordinate with PB 
Thomas about sections for same, and circulate draft to TB 
Blood, Partner 8.00 $960.00 $7,680.00 4/12/2022 Work on evidence analysis 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 11.00 $660.00 $7,260.00 4/12/2022 work on deceit oppo 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Paiiner 4.50 $660.00 $2,970.00 4/13/2022 work on deceit oppo, motions in limine 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 4/13/2022 Gather, print and organize NY cases in binder for T. Blood 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 4/13/2022 Edit and revised joint pretrial statement. 
Craig 
Blood, Paiiner 7.50 $960.00 $7,200.00 4/13/2022 Work on opposition to motion to deceitify 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 13.75 $710.00 $9,762.50 4/13/2022 continue reviewing Mcalindon deposition transcript and send 
Thomas him propsed eiTata and call with him about saine; work on 

deceit opposition 
Blood, Paiiner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 4/14/2022 Work with exhibits, trial development, and demonstratives 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.50 $710.00 $7,455.00 4/14/2022 revise and finalize deceitification opposition; call with Dr 
Thomas Guilak about science and trial testimony; coordinate potential 

witness list and order; research vitamin D studies and follow up 
with CS and Dr McAlindon about same 

Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 4/14/2022 Edit and revised j oint pretrial statement; edit and revise exhibit 
Craig list and collect and save trial exhibits 
Blood, Paiiner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 4/14/2022 Work on opposition to motion to deceitify 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 3.50 $960.00 $3,360.00 4/15/2022 Trial prepai·ation meeting, including meet and confer with 
Timothy defense counsel and exhibit review 
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O'Reardon, Partner 7.50 $710.00 $5,325.00 4/15/2022 coordinate science slides with Dr Guilak; meet to prepare for 
Thomas preti·ial conf with defense counsel; coordinate u-ial exs and meet 

with team about same 
Su-aub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 4/15/2022 ti·ial meeting with ti·ial attorneys to discuss strategy; call with 
Craig Premier counsel regarding preti·ial statement and settlement; edit 

and revise exhibit list and witness list and collect and save ti·ial 
exhibits 

Brown Partner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 4/15/2022 ti·ial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.75 $280.00 $210.00 4/18/2022 Notify comi ofT. Blood's appearance at Daube1i hearing; 
Dafne Gather iob numbers for plaintiff depositions for ti·ial vendor 
Brown Paiiner 5.50 $660.00 $3,630.00 4/18/2022 ti·ial prepai·ation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 4.50 $960.00 $4,320.00 4/18/2022 Work on exhibits, trial sti·ategy, motions in limine and Daube1i 
Timothy prepai·ation 
Su-aub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 4/18/2022 ti·ial meeting with ti·ial attorneys to discuss sti·ategy and ti·ial 
Craig exhibit list; edit and revise motion in limine 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 4/18/2022 meet with team about ti·ial exs, review exs included in draft list 
Thomas and coordinate with CS about same; research for and work on 

motions in limine about patient experiences 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 4/19/2022 continue working on ti·ial exs with CS; pull studies and Dr Theo 
Thomas materials, and summarize same for Grace J for McAlindon 

meetin12.· revise suoolemental disclosmes and circulate same 
Su-aub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 4/19/2022 ti·ial meeting with ti·ial attorneys to discuss strategy and ti·ial 
Craig exhibit list; edit and revise preti·ial statement 
Brown Paiiner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 4/19/2022 ti·ial prepai·ation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 4/19/2022 Plan & Prepai·e for Daube1i motions 
Timothy 
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O'Reardon, Partner 9.50 $710.00 $6,745.00 4/20/2022 continue reviewing and coordinate ti·ial exhibits with CS; work 
Thomas on motions in limine and follow up with TB and CS about same; 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.50 $280.00 $140.00 4/20/2022 Reti·ieve expert repo1is and case law for T. Blood for Daube1i 
Dafne hearing 
Su-aub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 4/20/2022 edit and revise preti·ial statement; search and collect documents 
Craig at request of ti·ial counsel to be used at ti·ial; emails with trial 

demonsti·ative consultant; calls with trial counsel regarding 
exhibits; collect evidence for use in motions in limine at 
direction of attorney O'Reardon and calls with attorney 
O'Reardon regarding same. 

Blood, Paiiner 7.00 $960.00 $6,720.00 4/20/2022 Prepare for and argue motions to exclude expe1i witnesses 
Timothy 
Brown Paiiner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 4/20/2022 ti·ial prepai·ation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 12.50 $710.00 $8,875.00 4/21/2022 finalize rog and RFP responses; send witness list summaiy to 
Thomas TB and team in advance of todays daube1i hearing; revise and 

circulate MILs on fees, atty adve1iising, and client retention; 
revise and circulate MIL on regulato1y inaction; revise and 
circulate MIL on FDA drug standai·ds 

Blood, Paiiner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 4/21/2022 Work on motions in limine 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 1.00 $280.00 $280.00 4/21/2022 Download and save all plaintiff video depos 
Dafne 
Su-aub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 4/21/2022 edit and revise exhibit list and prepare all exhibits for ti·ial; 
Craig attend and take notes of Daubert hearing 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 3.00 $280.00 $840.00 4/22/2022 Review, cite check and edit MILs; Gather exhibits 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 12.00 $710.00 $8,520.00 4/22/2022 revise and finalize motions in limine and coordinate with TB 
Thomas about same; finalize supplemental initial disclosm es; begin 

reviewing MILs filed today by premier and follow up with CS 
about same 
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Brown Partner 4.50 $660.00 $2,970.00 4/22/2022 trial preparation, motions in limine 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 6.50 $960.00 $6,240.00 4/22/2022 Work on motions in limine 
Timothv 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 4/22/2022 edit and revise exhibit list and prepare all exhibits for trial; edit 
Craig and revise 6 motions in limine and prepare all motions for filing. 
Brown Partner 6.75 $660.00 $4,455.00 4/25/2022 trial preparation, jmy instructions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 4/25/2022 work on pretrial disclosmes; review GBL law on decpetive acts 
Thomas and materiality and disclaimers; final preti·ial disclosmes and 

send to Antonia S; follow up with team about Montera 
deposition Preparation; meet with team to discuss witnesses and 
instiucti ons 

Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 4/25/2022 Work on jmy instrnctions and verdict fonn 
Timothy 
Blood, Partner 1.75 $960.00 $1,680.00 4/25/2022 Work on motions in limine 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 4/25/2022 edit and revise exhibit list and prepare all exhibits for ti·ial; 
Craig meeting with trial counsel at BHO; search, collect, and 

summarize case law to be used in motion in limine opposition 
regarding MCID 

Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 4/25/2022 Trial Preparation meeting 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 7.00 $660.00 $4,620.00 4/26/2022 ti·ial preparation, motion in limine oppos, jmy instrnctions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 11.50 $575.00 $6,612.50 4/26/2022 edit and revise exhibit list and prepare all exhibits for ti·ial; 
Craig meeting with trial counsel at BHO; edit and revise internal 

exhibit list with comments; regarding-number all exhibits by 
date 
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O'Reardon, Partner 10.75 $710.00 $7,632.50 4/26/2022 work on motion in limine opposition dealing with clinically 
Thomas significant including review background treatises and aiiicles on 

same issue; review authority for proposed jmy instmctions and 
update same; review and circulate updated pretrial disclosures; 
meet with team to review defs edits to pretrial statement and 
make edits to same and circulate to all counsel; review todays 
dece1iification order and daube1i orders and discuss impact of 
same with team 

Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 4/27/2022 meeting with trial counsel at BHO; seai·ch and collect pattern 
Craig jmy instmctions; edit and revise jmy instmctions; edit and 

revise motion in limine opposition 
Brown Paiiner 8.50 $660.00 $5,610.00 4/27/2022 trial prepai·ation, jmy instructions, motion in limine oppos 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 4/27/2022 Work on oppositions to motions in limine 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 2.50 $960.00 $2,400.00 4/27/2022 Meet with tr·ial Prepai·ation team to prepare for tr·ial and work on 
Timothv exhibits. iurv instr11ctions and verdict fo1m . 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.25 $710.00 $6,567.50 4/27/2022 review ops on whether S/F issue is legal or factual and follow 
Thomas up with TB about same from joint pretrial statement and edit 

same; meet with team to discuss pretr·ial statement and proposed 
jmy instr11ctions and veITdict fo1ms; work on clinical 
si!lliificance MIL opposition 

Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 4/28/2022 meeting with trial counsel at BHO; seai·ch and collect pattern 
Craig jmy instr11ctions; edit and revise jmy instr11ctions; edit and 

revise motion in limine opposition; edit and revise verdict fo1m; 
call with plaintiff regarding deposition 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 13.00 $710.00 $9,230.00 4/28/2022 work on clinical sginficance MIL and follow up with Dr 
Thomas McAlindon about same; meet with team about science and jmy 

instructions and verdict fo1ms; work on paiiies financial 
condition MIL opposition and circulate same 
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Blood, Partner 5.00 $960.00 $4,800.00 4/28/2022 Work on motions in limine, jmy instm ctions, verdict fo1m and 
Timothy causation research and analysis 
Brown Partner 9.50 $660.00 $6,270.00 4/28/2022 trial preparation, jmy instructions, verdict fo1ms, motion in 
(Roach), limine oppo 
Paula 
Su-aub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 4/29/2022 meeting with jmy consultant and Dr. McAlindon; edit and revise 
Craig jmy instr11ctions, voir dire, and verdict fonns and prepare for 

filing; edit and revise 7 oppositions to Premier's motions in 
limine and prepare for filing including collecting and preparing 
all atta.ched exhibits. 

O'Reardon, Partner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 4/29/2022 revise clinical significance MIL opposition; help prepare Dr 
Thomas McAlindon with tr·ial consultant; work on other joint juice 

lawsuits MIL opposition; revise jmy instr11ctions and verdict 
fo1ms; 

Brown Partner 8.50 $660.00 $5,610.00 4/29/2022 tr·ial preparation, jmy instructions, verdict fo1ms, voir dire, 
(Roach), motion in limine oppos 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 4/29/2022 Work on motions in limine, jmy instmctions, and verdict f 01m 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Paralegal 6.00 $280.00 $1,680.00 4/29/2022 Review, cite check and edit oppositions to MILs (7); Gather and 
Dafne edit suoo01ting documents 
Blood, Paitner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 4/29/2022 Preparation of Dr. MacAlindon for u-ial and follow up 
Timothy 
Brown Paitner 6.50 $660.00 $4,290.00 5/2/2022 tr·ial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Su-aub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 5/2/2022 Meeting with trial counsel; meeting with attorney O'Reardon 
Craig regai·ding jmy questionnaire where we edit and revised 

questionnaire; search and collect all evidence to possibly be 
used on cross examination; edit and revise cross exain witness 
memo. 
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O'Reardon, Partner 5.00 $710.00 $3,550.00 5/2/2022 meet with team to discuss jmy instructions and witness lists and 
Thomas sti·ategy; prepare grande and silvennan cross packets and meet 

with CS about same; revise proposed jmy questionnaire and 
follow up with team about same and send to Jessica G 

O'Reardon, Partner 13.50 $710.00 $9,585.00 5/3/2022 work on expert preparation for Grande and Silvennan and meet 
Thomas with CS about same; review and revise potential jmor Qs and 

exchnage same with Jessica G; work on demonsti·ative about TV 
ads; help prepare Grace J for Montera deposition; draft pocket 
brief on judge deciding statuto1y damages and circulate same to 
PB; follow up with Antonia S about logins for Montera depo 
and ti·ial wit scheduling 

Brown Partner 7.50 $660.00 $4,950.00 5/3/2022 motion in limine oppo; u-ial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Su-aub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 5/3/2022 edit and revise Silve1man cross examination memo including 
Craig time searching and collecting all documents 
O'Reardon, Partner 12.00 $710.00 $8,520.00 5/4/2022 attend video deposition of Ms Montera and confwith Grace J 
Thomas about same; revise and send draft declaration to Rite Aid 

counsel for sales data authentication pmposes; call with Colin 
Weir about ti·ial testimony; research Rash Cmi is statuti·01y 
damages related jmy instrnctions and circulate same; work on 
MIL opposition circulated by PB; follow up with team about 
FDA notice letter facts: 

Su-aub, Associate 11.25 $575.00 $6,468.75 5/4/2022 edit and revise Silve1man cross examination memo including 
Craig time searching and collecting all documents; edit and revise 

edits to jmy insti11ctions including time searching and collecting 
case law in opposition to Premier's Safe Harbor defense 

Brown Paiiner 8.50 $660.00 $5,610.00 5/4/2022 motion in limine oppo; u-ial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 4.00 $710.00 $2,840.00 5/5/2022 review email from Antonia S about u-ial ex list and follow up 
Thomas with CS about same, and gather and send exs to defense 
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counsel; review MIL opposition due today and research 
customer testimonial issues; call with Antonia about ex lists and 
obiections logistics and follow up with team about same 

Blood, Partner 5.00 $960.00 $4,800.00 5/5/2022 Plan & Prepare for pretrial conference and hearing on motions 
Timothv in limine, imv instm ctions and verdict fonns 
Straub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 5/5/2022 edit and revise Silve1man cross examination memo including 
Craig time searching and collecting all documents; edit and revise 

edits to jmy instm ctions including time searching and collecting 
case law in opposition to Premier's Safe Harbor defense; 
meeting with attorney O'Reardon regarding Silve1man cross 

Brown Partner 6.50 $660.00 $4,290.00 5/5/2022 trial preparation, jmy instructions, motion in limine oppo 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 3.50 $960.00 $3,360.00 5/6/2022 Prepare for and pa1ticipate in pretr·ial conference and hearing on 
Timothy motions in limine, jmy instructions and verdict forms 
Brown Paitner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 5/6/2022 tr·ial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 9.75 $575.00 $5,606.25 5/6/2022 edit and revise Silve1man cross examination memo including 
Craig time seai·ching and collecting all documents; edit and revise 

opposition to Premier's MIL; edit and revise tr·ial 
demonstr·ativwes 

O'Reardon, Paitner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 5/6/2022 work on Grande dossier throughout day; call with Dr 
Thomas McAlindon to prepare for tr·ial; follow up with Dr Rucker about 

tr·ial dates and testimony; calls with Dr Guilak about science 
dosage issues and follow up with CS about saine; 

Brown Paitner 2.00 $660.00 $1,320.00 5/7/2022 work on settlement agreement draft 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Brown Paitner 1.00 $660.00 $660.00 5/9/2022 tr·ial prepai·ation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
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O'Reardon, Partner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 5/9/2022 review Grande background and studies for dossier pmposes; 
Thomas pull materials on Dr Theo and circulate same; review potential 

science ti·ial slides; meet about MIL oppositions 
Su-aub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 5/9/2022 edit and revise Silve1man cross examination memo including 
Craig time searching and collecting all documents; edit and revise ti·ial 

demonsti·atives; meeting with BHO attorneys regarding MILs 
Brown Partner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 5/10/2022 ti·ial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Su-aub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 5/10/2022 edit and revise Silve1man cross examination memo including 
Craig time searching and collecting all documents; edit and revise ti·ial 

demonsti·atives; meeting with u-ial counsel regarding direct 
exarmne 

Blood, Partner 2.50 $960.00 $2,400.00 5/10/2022 Trial preparation meeting focusing on presenting science 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 5/10/2022 work on science slides and prepare for science meeting and 
Thomas present same to team; follow up with Dr M about u-ial and 

preparation scheduling 
Brown Partner 3.75 $660.00 $2,475.00 5/11/2022 ti·ial preparation meeting, drafted statement of the case, ti·ial 
(Roach), brief and pocket briefs 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 5/11/2022 research science issues focusing on GAIT and timeline; prepare 
Thomas potential cross topics for Dr McAlindon; organize potential wit 

schedule and circulate same to team; work on objections to defs 
exs and circulate same 

Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 5/11/2022 Meeting regarding science presentation, additional jmy 
Timothy instructions, possible 104 hearing request, and additional 

matters and follow uo. 
Su-aub, Associate 10.50 $575.00 $6,037.50 5/11/2022 edit and revise Silve1man cross examination memo including 
Craig time searching and collecting all documents; edit and revise ti·ial 

demonsti·atives; meeting with ti·ial counsel regarding science; 
edit and revise Rule 104 motion regarding offer of proof 
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Straub, Associate 11.50 $575.00 $6,612 .50 5/12/2022 edit and revise Silve1man cross examination memo including 
Craig time searching and collecting all documents; edit and revise trial 

demonstratives; meeting with trial counsel regarding science; 
edit and revise Rule 104 motion regarding offer of proof; 
meeting with expe1i Rucker regarding trial 

Brown Paiiner 4.00 $660.00 $2,640.00 5/12/2022 work on trial brief and trial preparation 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 5/12/2022 Revise and follow up with defense counsel on joint statement 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 9.00 $960.00 $8,640.00 5/12/2022 Work on witness preparation, evidence and demonstrative 
Timothy prepai·ation, and 104 motion 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 1.75 $280.00 $490.00 5/12/2022 Numbered defendant's trial exhibits for internal use 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.75 $710.00 $7,632.50 5/12/2022 review GJ objections to defs exs; follow up with Rite Aid 
Thomas counsel about declai·ation; review defs exs about mcalindon 

includng studies and follow up with him about same; review and 
revise defs potential slides for mock presentation; revise comm 
to Walmart counsel about potential trial testimony; continue 
reviewing science exs 

Maytorena, Pai·alegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 5/13/2022 Pull all relevant deposition transcripts and exhibits for trial 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 5/13/2022 review science and prepare for meeting with Dr McAlindon; 
Thomas meeting with Dr M about science issues; revise science slides; 

follow up with Costco about trial testimony; follow up with Rite 
Aid about declai1ation 

Blood, Paiiner 2.50 $960.00 $2,400.00 5/13/2022 Preparation session with Dr. McAlindon and follow up on 
Timothv demonstratives 
Straub, Associate 10.50 $575.00 $6,037.50 5/13/2022 edit and revise cross-reference table relating to all prior 
Craig deposition exhibits and trial exhibits; calls with attorney 

O'Reai·don regai·ding demonstratives; meeting with expe1i Dr. 
McAlindon 
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Blood, Partner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 5/13/2022 Work on ti·ial brief 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 5/13/2022 work on ti·ial brief and ti·ial Prep 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 12.00 $710.00 $8,520.00 5/14/2022 work on science slides and basic science and physiology 
Thomas research; follow up with team about FDA notice letter issues; 

gather evidence about ad changes and timeline, harvest mode 
and adwords and circulate to team 

Su-aub, Associate 7.50 $575.00 $4,312 .50 5/15/2022 search and collect all scientific studies related to exhibit list; 
Craig summarize all clinical 1midelines 
O'Reardon, Partner 10.50 $710.00 $7,455.00 5/15/2022 review and revise science slides and review guidelines; follow 
Thomas up with Dr Guilak about basic science issues; coordinate with 

Colin Weir and Mike Dennis about testimony dates and 
scheduling; analyze financial status of def and parent and send 
memo about same to GJ and CS 

O'Reardon, Partner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 5/16/2022 make edits to draft objections to defs exs and follow up with GJ 
Thomas about same; review scientific studies issues including for cross 

binders and follow up with TB, GJ and CS about same; 
Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 5/16/2022 Work on science cross exam preparation with T. O'Reardon and 
Timothy C. Sti·aub 
Blood, Partner 4.75 $960.00 $4,560.00 5/16/2022 Work on marketing direct exams and cross exams 
Timothy 
Su-aub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 5/16/2022 Edit and revise u-ial demonsti·atives; edit and revise motion in 
Craig limine & rnle 104 request; collect documents for cross examine 

of all witnesses 
Maytorena, Paralegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 5/16/2022 Pull all relevant deposition ti·anscripts and exhibits for ti·ial 
Dafne 
Brown Partner 7.50 $660.00 $4,950.00 5/16/2022 work on ti·ial brief, pocket briefs, u-ial Prep 
(Roach), 
Paula 
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Blood, Partner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 5/16/2022 Work on 104 proffer motion 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 12.00 $710.00 $8,520.00 5/17/2022 work on science slides; circulate analysis of mcalindon papers; 
Thomas meeting about exs; meeting with Dr McAlindon and meeting 

with Dr Rucker 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.50 $280.00 $140.00 5/17/2022 Put together ti·ial boxes 
Dafne 
Su-aub, Associate 10.75 $575.00 $6,181.25 5/17/2022 Edit and revise u-ial demonsti·atives; edit and revise motion in 
Craig limine & rnle 104 request; collect and summarize documents for 

cross examine of all witnesses; meeting with expert Rucker and 
McAlindon; meeting with trial counsel regarding witness list 
and deposition desi!lliations. 

Brown Partner 10.00 $660.00 $6,600.00 5/17/2022 work on ti·ial brief, edits to rnle 104 motion, pocket briefs , 
(Roach), settlement agreement 
Paula 
Su-aub, Associate 10.25 $575.00 $5,893.75 5/18/2022 Edit and revise motion in limine & rnle 104 request and prepare 
Craig for filing (including edit and revising blood declaration and 

exhibits in suppo1i); collect and summarize documents for cross 
examine of all witnesses. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 13.25 $710.00 $9,407.50 5/18/2022 work on cross dossier for Hal Poret; continue reviewing 
Thomas scientific studies and revise Grande and Silvennan cross 

binders; begin reviewing potential juror backgrounds and 
drafting memo about saine 

Blood, Paiiner 11.00 $960.00 $10,560.00 5/18/2022 Trial Preparation, work on MIL opposition and MIL and 104 
Timothy brief 
Brown Paiiner 10.00 $660.00 $6,600.00 5/18/2022 work on ti·ial brief, oppo to motion in limine, edits to motion on 
(Roach), safe hai·bor defense 
Paula 
Blood, Paiiner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 5/19/2022 Prepare for and participate in heai·ing with comi regai·ding jmy 
Timothy selection 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.50 $710.00 $6,745.00 5/19/2022 continue researching potential juror backgrounds and call with 
Thomas consultant about same; review colin weir supplemental repo1i; 
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follow up with dr dennis about slides for testimony and revise 
drafts from CS 

Blood, Partner 9.50 $960.00 $9,120.00 5/19/2022 Trial preparation 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 9.50 $660.00 $6,270.00 5/19/2022 Preparation w/LH for oral argument, trial pocket briefs, oppo to 
(Roach), motion in limine 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 10.00 $575.00 $5,750.00 5/19/2022 Edit and revise potential motion in limine at direction of 
Craig attorney blood; collect and summarize documents for cross 

examine of all witnesses; create binder for cross examine of 
Silvennan. 

Blood, Partner 6.00 $960.00 $5,760.00 5/19/2022 Trial preparation 
Timothv 
Blood, Partner 9.50 $960.00 $9,120.00 5/19/2022 Trial preparation 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 5/20/2022 Edit and revise pocket brief related regarding consumer 
Craig satisfaction/FDA defense; collect and summarize documents for 

cross examine of all witnesses; create binder for cross examine 
of Silve1man for trial counsel; pack all materials fro trial and 
have them mailed 

Maytorena, Paralegal 1.00 $280.00 $280.00 5/20/2022 Create deposition transcript list 
Dafne 
Blood, Partner 9.50 $960.00 $9,120.00 5/20/2022 Trial preparation 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 6.50 $660.00 $4,290.00 5/20/2022 work on pocket briefs for trial 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 5/20/2022 research FTC and FDA guidelines for scientific substantiation, 
Thomas notice letter requirements and circulate analysis of same; call 

with dr mcalindon about scientific studies and pull and send 
same to him; follow up with dr guilak about scientific study 
issues including biomarkers; send TB analysis of post and 
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bellring split for filing response; analyze marketing expenses 
per year, harvest mode and send memo about same to team; 

Blood, Partner 8.00 $960.00 $7,680.00 5/21/2022 Travel to San Francisco and ti·ial and ti·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 6.50 $660.00 $4,290.00 5/21/2022 edits to pocket brief and settlement agreement and exhibits 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 13.00 $710.00 $9,230.00 5/21/2022 meet with team to prepare for jmy selection, opening 
Thomas statements; and dr mcalindon testimony and meet with dr 

mcalindon; meet with mike dennis to prepare for his testimony; 
call with def about exs 

Su-aub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 5/21/2022 Travel to SF for ti·ial; meeting with ti·ial counsel regarding 
Craig opening; search, collect, and Slllllillarize demonsu-atives for 

opening; collect and sUilllllarize depositions of McAlindon for 
ti·ial counsel 

Blood, Partner 9.25 $960.00 $8,880.00 5/22/2022 Trial preparation 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 6.50 $660.00 $4,290.00 5/22/2022 work on pocket brief for u-ial, settlement agreement and exhibits 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 15.00 $710.00 $10,650.00 5/22/2022 continue researching jurors and working on opening statement 
Thomas and help final demonsti·atives with dr mcalindon and opening 

statement materials 
Su-aub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 5/22/2022 All day meeting with ti·ial counsel regarding opening; search, 
Craig collect, and summarize demonsti·atives for opening; collect and 

summarize depositions of McAlindon for u-ial counsel 
O'Reardon, Partner 16.50 $710.00 $11,715.00 5/23/2022 meet concerning potential jurors and opening statement; attend 
Thomas jmy selection and opening; prepare for dr mcalindon testimony 

tomon ow and follow up with farsh guilak about science issues 
Su-aub, Associate 14.00 $575.00 $8,050.00 5/23/2022 Attend jmy u-ial and take notes; meeting with ti·ial counsel 
Craig regarding direct examine ofMcAlindon- collect highlilllit, and 
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prepare binders for ti·ial counsel regarding driect examine of 
McAlindon. 

Maytorena, Paralegal 0.75 $280.00 $210.00 5/23/2022 Review, cite check and edit MIL regarding advice of counsel 
Dafne and put exhibits together 
Brown Partner 13.50 $660.00 $8,910.00 5/23/2022 work on ti·ial motions and jmy instructions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 10.75 $960.00 $10,320.00 5/23/2022 Trial and ti·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Su-aub, Associate 12.00 $575.00 $6,900.00 5/24/2022 Attend jmy u-ial and take notes; meeting with ti·ial counsel 
Craig regarding Palumbo and McAlindon examinations; collect, 

highlight, and prepare binders for ti·ial counsel regarding 
Palumbo exhibits 

Brown Partner 10.50 $660.00 $6,930.00 5/24/2022 work on motions in limine, research 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 12.50 $960.00 $12,000.00 5/24/2022 Trial and ti·ial preparation 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 13.75 $710.00 $9,762.50 5/24/2022 prepare for and attend u-ial for dr mcalindon testimomy; meet 
Thomas with dr mcalindon to prepare for tomoITows testimoy and 

prepare for lance palumbo with gene 
Blood, Partner 12.00 $960.00 $11,520.00 5/25/2022 Trial and ti·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 6.50 $660.00 $4,290.00 5/25/2022 work on ti·ial memos, motions in limine 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 15.50 $710.00 $11,005.00 5/25/2022 meet with mcalindon and attend ti·ial; prepare for lance and 
Thomas darcy horn tomoITow 
Blood, Partner 12.00 $960.00 $11,520.00 5/25/2022 Trial and ti·ial preparation 
Timothy 
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Straub, Associate 11.75 $575.00 $6,756.25 5/25/2022 Attend jmy trial and take notes; meeting with ti·ial counsel 
Craig regarding Palumbo and Hom examinations; collect, highlight, 

and prepare binders for ti·ial counsel regarding cross exhibits 
Blood, Partner 12.00 $960.00 $11,520.00 5/26/2022 Trial and ti·ial preparation 
Timothv 
Brown Partner 5.00 $660.00 $3,300.00 5/26/2022 edits to jmy insti11ctions, motions in limine 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 12.50 $575.00 $7,187.50 5/26/2022 Attend jmy ti·ial and take notes; meeting with ti·ial counsel 
Craig regarding cross examinations; collect, highlight, and prepare 

binders for ti·ial counsel regarding cross exhibits; edit and revise 
MIL regarding FDA defense and customer satisfaction 

O'Reardon, Partner 13.00 $710.00 $9,230.00 5/26/2022 prepare for darcy and attend ti·ial; prepare for m cker and dennis 
Thomas 
Blood, Partner 6.75 $960.00 $6,480.00 5/27/2022 Trial and ti·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 12.50 $575.00 $7,187.50 5/27/2022 Attend jmy ti·ial and take notes; meeting with ti·ial counsel 
Craig regarding cross examinations; collect, highlight, and prepare 

binders for ti·ial counsel regarding cross exhibits; collect 
documents and memo for ti·ial counsel regarding Silvennan and 
money 

O'Reardon, Partner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 5/27/2022 prepare for and attend trial; review mktg docs used with dr 
Thomas mcker and meet abotu same· prepare for colin weir testimony 
Brown Partner 4.50 $660.00 $2,970.00 5/28/2022 edits to jmy insti11ctions, motions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 5/28/2022 Trial preparation 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 3.50 $575.00 $2,012.50 5/28/2022 Collect, highlight, and prepare binders for trial counsel 
Craig regarding cross examination exhibits; meeting with ti·ial counsel 

regarding cross examinations of Premier's expe1is Choi; direct 
examination of Rucker; 
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O'Reardon, Partner 4.00 $710.00 $2,840.00 5/28/2022 work on adwords ex. 14 7 motion 
Thomas 
Blood, Partner 12.00 $960.00 $11,520.00 5/29/2022 Trial and tr·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Su-aub, Associate 7.50 $575.00 $4,312 .50 5/29/2022 Collect, highlight, and prepare binders for trial counsel 
Craig regarding cross examination exhibits. 
Brown Partner 7.00 $660.00 $4,620.00 5/29/2022 tr·ial preparation and motions, jmy instructions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 9.50 $710.00 $6,745.00 5/29/2022 review exhibits being agreed by defendant concerning sales and 
Thomas follow up with team and colin weir about same; follow up about 

adwords exhibit and revise motion and declaration for same; 
review caselaw criticizing hal ooret· 

Su-aub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 5/30/2022 Collect, highlight, and prepare binders for trial counsel 
Craig regarding cross examination exhibits; meeting with tr·ial counsel 

regarding cross examinations of Premier's expe1is Choi and 
Poret; edit and revise corss examine memo for attorney Blood 
regarding Poret 

Brown Paiiner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 5/30/2022 objections to jmy instructions, motions in limine 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 16.00 $710.00 $11,360.00 5/30/2022 meet with team and prepare for Colin Weir and Kevin Stone 
Thomas going tomonow 
Blood, Paiiner 13.50 $960.00 $12,960.00 5/30/2022 Trial and tr·ial prepai·ation 
Timothy 
Su-aub, Associate 11.25 $575.00 $6,468.75 5/31/2022 Attend jmy tr·ial and take notes; meeting with tr·ial counsel 
Craig regai·ding cross examinations; collect, highlight, and prepai·e 

binders for tr·ial counsel regarding cross exhibits; collect 
documents and memo for tr·ial counsel regai·ding Imes 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 14.00 $710.00 $9,940.00 5/31/2022 prepai·e for and attend u-ial; help prepare for Silve1man and 
Thomas Grande testifying tomonow 
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Brown Partner 5.50 $660.00 $3,630.00 5/31/2022 motions in limine, jmy instructions and verdict form review and 
(Roach), objections 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 12.00 $960.00 $11,520.00 5/31/2022 Trial and tr·ial preparation 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 15.00 $710.00 $10,650.00 6/1/2022 prepare for and attend ti-ial; help Gene prepare for Choi and Tim 
Thomas prepare for Poret 
Sti-aub, Associate 11.25 $575.00 $6,468.75 6/1/2022 Attend jmy ti-ial and take notes; meeting with tr·ial counsel 
Craig regarding cross examinations; collect, highlight, and prepare 

binders for tr·ial counsel regarding cross exhibits; collect 
documents and memo for tr·ial counsel regarding Imes 

Blood, Partner 12.00 $960.00 $11,520.00 6/1/2022 Trial and tr·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 6/1/2022 Profile tr·ial tr·anscripts and related documents 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Partner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 6/2/2022 prepare for todays wits and attend tr·ial and meet with team after 
Thomas to plan for closings 
Sti-aub, Associate 10.75 $575.00 $6,181.25 6/2/2022 Attend jmy ti-ial and take notes; meeting with ti-ial counsel 
Craig regarding cross examinations; collect, highlight, and prepare 

binders for tr·ial counsel regarding cross exhibits; collect 
documents and memo for tr·ial counsel regarding Poret and 
Choi; prepare mock closing argument at direction of tr·ial 
counsel. 

Blood, Partner 7.50 $960.00 $7,200.00 6/2/2022 Trial and tr·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 3.50 $660.00 $2,310.00 6/2/2022 objections to jmy instructions and verdict fo1m 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Sti-aub, Associate 3.75 $575.00 $2,156.25 6/3/2022 Meeting with trial counsel regarding closing; collect, highlight, 
Craig and prepare binders for tr·ial counsel regarding closing; prepare 

mock closing argument at direction of tr·ial counsel. 
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O'Reardon, Partner 6.50 $710.00 $4,615.00 6/3/2022 revise objections to jmy instructions and review caselaw on 
Thomas valueless 
Blood, Partner 5.00 $960.00 $4,800.00 6/3/2022 Trial and tr·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Brown Partner 3.00 $660.00 $1,980.00 6/3/2022 objections to jmy instructions and verdict fo1m 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 9.00 $960.00 $8,640.00 6/4/2022 Trial and tr·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Su-aub, Associate 9.75 $575.00 $5,606.25 6/4/2022 Meeting with trial counsel regarding closing; collect, highlight, 
Craig and prepare binders for tr·ial counsel regarding closing; prepare 

mock closing argument at direction of tr·ial counsel for plaintiff's 
closing - present mock closing arnument 

O'Reardon, Partner 12.00 $710.00 $8,520.00 6/4/2022 fly back to SF and meet with team and prepare for closing 
Thomas argument 
Brown Partner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 6/4/2022 objections to jmy instructions and verdict fo1m 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Blood, Partner 8.00 $960.00 $7,680.00 6/5/2022 Trial and tr·ial preparation 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 6/5/2022 prepare for closing argument 
Thomas 
Su-aub, Associate 8.75 $575.00 $5,031.25 6/5/2022 Meeting with trial counsel regarding closing; collect, highlight, 
Craig and prepare binders for tr·ial counsel regarding closing; prepare 

mock closing argument at direction of tr·ial counsel for Premier's 
mock closing - present mock closing arnument 

Brown Partner 2.50 $660.00 $1,650.00 6/5/2022 objections to jmy instructions and verdict fo1m edits and filed 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 10.50 $710.00 $7,455.00 6/6/2022 prepare for closing argument 
Thomas 
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Brown Partner 0.50 $660.00 $330.00 6/6/2022 reviewed D's objections to jmy instrnctions 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 10.75 $575.00 $6,181.25 6/6/2022 Meeting with trial counsel regarding closing; collect, highlight, 
Craig and prepare binders for trial counsel regarding closing; prepare 

mock closing argument at direction of trial counsel for Premier's 
mock closing - present mock closing argument; edit and revise 
demonstrntives and exhibits to be used at closing 

Blood, Partner 10.00 $960.00 $9,600.00 6/6/2022 Trial and ti·ial preparation 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 6/7/2022 prepare for closing argument and attend ti·ial and verdict 
Thomas rendering 
Blood, Partner 8.00 $960.00 $7,680.00 6/7/2022 Trial and ti·ial preparation 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 6/7/2022 Meeting with trial counsel regarding closing; attend jmy ti·ial 
Craig and closing argument 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 6/8/2022 follow up with Colin Weir about prejudgment interest 
Thomas calculations 
Maytorena, Paralegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 6/8/2022 Conduct research regarding Costco, BJ's, Walgreens, Rite-Aid 
Dafne and Sam's Club executives and headquarters 
Brown Partner 7.00 $660.00 $4,620.00 6/8/2022 work on motion for entiy of judgment 
(Roach), 
Paula 
Straub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 6/8/2022 Organize all ti·ial materials to be shipped to BHO; ti·avel to San 
Craig Diego 
Blood, Partner 3.50 $960.00 $3,360.00 6/9/2022 Work on judgment and motion for entiy of judgment 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Paralegal 2.00 $280.00 $560.00 6/9/2022 Review, cite check and edit motion for entiy of judgment and 
Dafne suooorting documents 
Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 6/9/2022 Follow up on status conference request and preparing agenda 
Timothy for status conference 
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Brown Partner 6.00 $660.00 $3,960.00 6/9/2022 work on motion for entiy of judgment 
(Roach), 
Paula 
O'Reardon, Partner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 6/9/2022 research conversion of verdict to judgment in statuto1y damages 
Thomas setting and revise and circulate motion for enti-v of iudQlllent 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 6/10/2022 Calendar briefing schedule regarding motion for entiy of 
Dafne judgment 
Su-aub, Associate 4.75 $575.00 $2,731.25 6/10/2022 meeting regarding statuto1y damages issue; search, collect, and 
Craig summarize case law regarding statuto1y damages and due 

process conce1n s 
O'Reardon, Partner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 6/10/2022 review and follow up about Dr Rucker invoices 
Thomas 
O'Reardon, Partner 10.50 $710.00 $7,455.00 6/13/2022 continue researching prejudgment interest case law; revise reply 
Thomas ISO judgment and calls with TB and LH about same throughout 

day 
Blood, Partner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 6/15/2022 Conference regarding next steps, including counter-pr 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 6/16/2022 draft letter to walmaii about montera verdict and to preserve 
Thomas infonnation and send draB to TB for review; call about press 

issues and gather materials for same 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 6/17/2022 revise walmaii letter and draft letters to costco, cvs, rite aid, 
Thomas walgreens, target and amazon about verdict and preservation of 

contact infonnation and purchase histo1-v 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.25 $710.00 $887.50 6/17/2022 reseai·ch legislative histo1y behind GBL 349 and 350 regarding 
Thomas statuto1y dainages 
Su-aub, Associate 1.25 $575.00 $718.75 6/17/2022 Edit and revise letters to retailers regarding preserving class 
Craig member purchase and identification info1mation 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 6/17/2022 Revise letter to retailers to preserve customer contact 
Timothy infonnation 
Blood, Paiiner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 6/20/2022 Telephone conference with G. Iredale regarding retailer record 
Timothy retention sti·ategy. 
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O'Reardon, Partner 2.00 $710.00 $1,420.00 6/20/2022 research preservation subpoena case law and begin drafting mtn 
Thomas for retailer subpoenas and follow up with TB about same 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 6/21/2022 Search, collect, and summarize all case law related to statuto1y 
Craig damages and due process concerns to be used in Reply motion 

for entrv of iudgment. 
O'Reardon, Partner 4.50 $710.00 $3,195.00 6/21/2022 continue research due process statuto1y damage case law and 
Thomas circulate analysis of same, review CS chaii on ratios and update 

same 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 6.00 $710.00 $4,260.00 6/22/2022 reseai·ching statuto1y damages case law in anticipation of 
Thomas Premiers opposition due Thursday and update memos about 

same; follow up with NY librai·ies about 349 and 350 legislative 
histo1y and obtain and review legislative bill histories sent 
today; follow up with Amazon counsel about preservation letter; 
follow up with Target about preservation letter 

Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 6/22/2022 Seai·ch, collect, and summai·ize all case law related to statuto1y 
Craig dainages and due process concerns and GBL 349 and 350 being 

cumulative remedies to be used in Reply motion for entiy of 
iudgment. 

Blood, Paiiner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 6/22/2022 Further reseai·ch regai·ding anticipated arguments in opposition 
Timothy to motion for entiy of judgment 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.50 $710.00 $5,325.00 6/23/2022 follow up about additional NY legisl materials and review same; 
Thomas call with TB about retailer motion and revise and circulate 

motion to serve retailer subpoenas to TB; follow up with Rite 
Aid counsel about preservation letter; begin reviewing Premier 
oppositio to judgment filed tonight 

Straub, Associate 7.50 $575.00 $4,312 .50 6/23/2022 Seai·ch, collect, and summai·ize all case law related to statuto1y 
Craig dainages and due process concerns and GBL 349 and 350 being 

cumulative remedies to be used in Reply motion for entiy of 
judgment. 

Blood, Paiiner 1.00 $960.00 $960.00 6/24/2022 Work on motion for subpoenas 
Timothy 
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Hmst, Leslie Partner 1.00 $810.00 $810.00 6/24/2022 review plt's mtn for entiy of judgment and def s opposition; 

discuss on BHO call 
O'Reardon, Partner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 6/24/2022 begin drafting reply concerning judgment section on double 
Thomas recove1y and circulate same to TB and CS for review; 

coordinate with CS about the section timing of prejudgment 
interest 

Stl'aub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 6/24/2022 Edit and revise reply motion for entiy of judgment section 
Craig related to prejudgment interest including time searching, 

collecting, and summarizing case law. 
Hmst, Leslie Partner 1.25 $810.00 $1,012 .50 6/27/2022 research NY law on statuto1y constiuction 

Blood, Partner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 6/27/2022 Work on reply in suppo1i of entiy of judgment and motion for 
Timothy leave to subpoena retailers 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.75 $710.00 $7,632.50 6/27/2022 work on due process and prejudgment interest sections of 
Thomas judgment motion and coordinate with CS about interest reseai·ch 
Stl'aub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 6/27/2022 Edit and revise reply motion for entiy of judgment section 
Craig related to prejudgment interest including time seai·ching, 

collecting, and summarizing case law. 
Blood, Paiiner 2.50 $960.00 $2,400.00 6/28/2022 Work on reply in suppo1i of motion for entiy of judgment 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.25 $710.00 $5,857.50 6/28/2022 continue working on due process section to mtn for judgment 
Thomas reply, review TB edits to entire brief and revise same 
Stl'aub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 6/28/2022 Edit and revise reply motion for entiy of judgment section 
Craig related to prejudgment interest including time seai·ching, 

collecting, and summarizing case law. 
Blood, Paiiner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 6/29/2022 Work on reply in suppo1i of motion for entiy of judgment. 
Timothy 
Stl'aub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 6/29/2022 Edit and revise reply motion for entiy of judgment section 
Craig related to prejudgment interest including time searching, 

collecting, and summarizing case law; seai·ch, collect, and 
summarize all cases discussing statuto1y damages and CPLR 
section 5001 to be cited in the ReolY. 
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O'Reardon, Partner 7.50 $710.00 $5,325.00 6/29/2022 continue working on reply brief ISO mtn for judgment and send 
Thomas same to LH for review; continue researching prejudgment 

interest case law and follow up with LH, CS and TB about 
same; review LH edits to reply brief and make edits to same and 
circulate 

Hmst, Leslie Partner 4.00 $8 10.00 $3,240.00 6/29/2022 work on reply ISO ent:Iy of judgment 

O'Reardon, Partner 4.50 $710.00 $3,195.00 6/30/2022 call with team about prejudgment interest and revise and 
Thomas circulate argument for reply about same, and finalize reply and 

work with DM to get filed 
Hmst, Leslie Partner 3.50 $8 10.00 $2,835.00 6/30/2022 work on reply ISO ent:Iy of judgment 

St:i-aub, Associate 8.75 $575.00 $5,031.25 6/30/2022 Edit and revise reply motion for ent:Iy of judgment section 
Craig related to prejudgment interest including time searching, 

collecting, and summarizing case law; search, collect, and 
summarize all cases discussing statuto1y damages and CPLR 
section 5001 to be cited in the Reply; search, collect, and 
summarize legislative histo1y of CPLR 5001 at the NY digital 
library; finalize Reply brief and prepare it for filing. 

Blood, Partner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 6/30/2022 Work on reply in suppo1i of motion for ent:Iy of judgment 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 2.50 $710.00 $1,775.00 7/1/2022 reseai·ch post verdict interest law and follow up with TB and CS 
Thomas about same 
St:i-aub, Associate 6.75 $575.00 $3,881.25 7/1/2022 Edit and revise motion for ent:Iy of post-verdict interest and 
Craig proposed order including time searching and collecting similar 

proposed orders in PACER. 
St:i-aub, Associate 2.00 $575.00 $1,150.00 7/6/2022 Edit and revise case management statement in Bland; emails to 
Craig attorney Blood regarding same; email with defense counsel 

regai·ding CMC statement. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 1.75 $710.00 $1,242 .50 7/6/2022 revise motion for retailers to provide contact info to aid in 
Thomas notice and amin and circulate same 
Blood, Paiiner 1.50 $960.00 $1,440.00 7/12/2022 Plan & Prepai·e for hearing on motion for ent:Iy of judgment, 
Timothy including sti·ate!ZV call with G. Iredale 
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Blood, Partner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 7/12/2022 Review and analyze motion to dece1iify class 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 7.50 $575.00 $4,312 .50 7/13/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for decertification 
Craig including time searching and collecting trial exhibit and 

testimony quotations 
Straub, Associate 8.50 $575.00 $4,887.50 7/14/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for dece1iification 
Craig including time searching and collecting trial exhibit and 

testimony quotations; prepare interest chaii for use at hearing at 
direction of attorney Blood 

Blood, Paiiner 2.50 $960.00 $2,400.00 7/14/2022 Plan & Prepai·e for heai·ing on motion for entiy of judgment, 
Timothy including telephone conference with G. Iredale 
Blood, Paiiner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 7/14/2022 Paiiicipate in hearing on entiy of judgment 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 8.25 $575.00 $4,743.75 7/15/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for decertification 
Craig including time seai·ching and collecting ti·ial exhibit and 

testimony quotations; attend enti-y of final judgment heai·ing 
Straub, Associate 7.75 $575.00 $4,456.25 7/18/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for decertification 
Craig including time seai·ching and collecting ti·ial exhibit and 

testimony quotations; edit and revise stipulation to extend 
briefing schedule on motion for dece1iification 

Blood, Paiiner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 7/19/2022 Telephone conference with G. Iredale regai·ding sti·ategy 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 8.00 $575.00 $4,600.00 7/19/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for decertification 
Craig including time seai·ching and collecting ti·ial exhibit and 

testimony quotations; calls and emails with defense counsel 
regai·ding stipulation to extend briefing schedule on motion for 
dece1iification 

Straub, Associate 6.75 $575.00 $3,881.25 7/20/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for dece1iification 
Craig including time seai·ching and collecting ti·ial exhibit and 

testimony quotations and citations to be utilized in the 
oooosition . 
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Straub, Associate 7.75 $575.00 $4,456.25 7/21/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for decertification 
Craig including time seru·ching and collecting ti·ial exhibit and 

testimony quotations and citations to be utilized in the 
opposition; create chait and organize all trial testimony and 
exhibit poitions into categories to be used in future opposition to 
Rule 50 motion 

Straub, Associate 6.75 $575.00 $3,881.25 7/22/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for deceit ification 
Craig including time seru·ching and collecting ti·ial exhibit and 

testimony quotations and citations to be utilized in the 
opposition; create chart and organize all ti·ial testimony and 
exhibit poitions into categories to be used in future opposition to 
Rule 50 motion 

O'Reardon, Prutner 3.50 $710.00 $2,485.00 7/22/2022 continue working on decertification opposition and follow up 
Thomas with CS about same 
O'Reardon, Prutner 0.75 $710.00 $532.50 7/22/2022 follow up with CS about CVS retail sales data preservation, pull 
Thomas and review potentially relevant list of UPCs and SKUs and 

follow up with CVS counsel about srune 
Straub, Associate 7.50 $575.00 $4,312.50 7/25/2022 Edit and revise memo for all ti·ial testimony and exhibit portions 
Craig into categories to be used in future opposition to Rule 50 

motion; case law seru·ch related to collateral estoppel and any 
new cases related to Shady Grove issue. 

O'Reardon, Prutner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 7/25/2022 call with TB about deceit opposition and continue working on 
Thomas deceit ODDO brief 
Blood, Prutner 5.50 $960.00 $5,280.00 7/26/2022 Work on opposition to motion to deceitify class 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 7.00 $575.00 $4,025.00 7/26/2022 Edit and revise memo for all trial testimony and exhibit poitions 
Craig into categories to be used in future opposition to Rule 50 

motion; case law seru·ch related to collateral estoppel and any 
new cases related to Shady Grove issue; add selected potions to 
opposition to motion for decertification at direction of attorney 
O'Reardon. 
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O'Reardon, Partner 2.00 $710.00 $1,420.00 7/26/2022 continue working on opposition to decertification and send brief 
Thomas to TB for review 
Straub, Associate 7.25 $575.00 $4,168.75 7/27/2022 Edit and revise memo for all trial testimony and exhibit portions 
Craig into categories to be used in future opposition to Rule 50 

motion; case law search related to collateral estoppel and any 
new cases related to Shady Grove issue; edit, revised, and 
proofread opposition to motion for dece1iification. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 2.00 $710.00 $1,420.00 7/27/2022 work on dece1i oppo 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 7.00 $575.00 $4,025.00 7/28/2022 Edit and revise memo for all trial testimony and exhibit portions 
Craig into categories to be used in future opposition to Rule 50 

motion; case law seai·ch related to collateral estoppel; edit, 
revised and proofread opposition to motion for dece1iification. 

Blood, Paiiner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 7/29/2022 Work on opposition to motion to dece1iify 
Timothy 
Blood, Paiiner 1.75 $960.00 $1,680.00 8/1/2022 Work on opposition to motion for dece1iification 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 8/12/2022 Calendar post judgment dates 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 0.25 $710.00 $177.50 8/12/2022 begin reviewing judgment and accompanying order entered 
Thomas today 
Straub, Associate 2.25 $575.00 $1,293.75 8/12/2022 Seai·ch, collect, and summai·ize case law and mles related to 
Craig California's requirements for a privilege claim to be used in 

meet and confer letter in Bland. Search and collect missing 
email attachments in document database; edit and revise meet 
and confer letter related to missing attachments and insufficient 
privilege log. 

Straub, Associate 5.75 $575.00 $3,306.25 8/12/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorneys fees in Montera including 
Craig time seai·ching, collecting, and summai·izing case law. 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 8/13/2022 review judgment and order, and reseai·ching fee and expense 
Thomas case law 
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Blood, Partner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 8/15/2022 Strntegy meeting regarding attorneys fees 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 10.25 $710.00 $7,277.50 8/15/2022 review bill of cost caselaw and mles; call with TB and CS about 
Thomas fee motion and legal issues; research expense recove1y , 349 and 

350 fees. common fund and percentage of value law 
Straub, Associate 9.50 $575.00 $5,462.50 8/15/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorney fees and costs including time 
Craig searching, collecting, and summarizing case law at direction of 

attorney Blood; call with attorney Blood and O'Reardon 
regarding motion. 

Straub, Associate 7.75 $575.00 $4,456.25 8/16/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorneys fees and costs including 
Craig time collecting and analyzing case law. 
O'Reardon, Partner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 8/16/2022 meet with TB and CS about fee motion and research fee motion 
Thomas case law following verdict 
O'Reardon, Partner 6.50 $710.00 $4,615.00 8/17/2022 research bill of costs case law, follow up with TB and CS about 
Thomas same, and work on decl ISO bill of costs 
Straub, Associate 11.75 $575.00 $6,756.25 8/17/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorneys fees and costs including 
Craig time collecting and analyzing case law. 
O'Reardon, Partner 7.25 $710.00 $5,147.50 8/18/2022 work on bill of costs and expense motion, and research law on 
Thomas fee motions post verdict with fee shifting statutes and circulate 

analysis of same to TB and CS 
Straub, Associate 11.00 $575.00 $6,325.00 8/18/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorneys fees and costs including 
Craig time searching and summarizing the case history. 
Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 8/19/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorneys fees and costs including 
Craig time searching and summarizing the case histo1y; edit and revise 

case history of the motion along with other sections. 
O'Reardon, Partner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 8/19/2022 continue working on fee and expense motion and bill of costs 
Thomas and research for bill of costs taxable vs nontaxable issues 
Blood, Partner 1.25 $960.00 $1,200.00 8/19/2022 Work on fee and expense reimbmsement brief 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 8/22/2022 continue working on fee and expense motion and declaration, 
Thomas and bill of costs, and calls with Grace Jun about same and meet 

with TB about same 
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Blood, Partner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 8/22/2022 Telephone conference with G. Jun regarding fee and expense 
Timothy application and work on fee brief 
Blood, Partner 0.75 $960.00 $720.00 8/22/2022 Telephone conference with D. Newman and G. fredale 
Timothy regarding publicity and review recent press and follow up with 

reporter 
Straub, Associate 9.25 $575.00 $5,318.75 8/23/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorneys fees and costs including 
Craig time searching and summarizing the case histo1y; edit and revise 

case historv of the motion along with other sections. 
Blood, Partner 8.00 $960.00 $7,680.00 8/23/2022 Work on fee and expense brief. 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.50 $280.00 $140.00 8/23/2022 Calendar time to appeal judgment; Contact comi reporter 
Dafne agency regarding coITections to invoices 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.50 $710.00 $6,035.00 8/23/2022 continue working on fee and expense motion and bill of costs 
Thomas 
Blood, Paiiner 3.25 $960.00 $3,120.00 8/24/2022 Work on fee brief and related documents 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.00 $710.00 $7,100.00 8/24/2022 continue working on fee and expense motion and bill of costs 
Thomas 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 8/24/2022 Follow up with comi repo11er regarding past invoices. 
Dafne 
Straub, Associate 11.00 $575.00 $6,325.00 8/24/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorneys fees and costs including 
Craig time seai·ching and summarizing the case histo1y; edit and revise 

case histo1y of the motion along with other sections; edit and 
revise Blood declaration in suppo11 of motion; communication 
with Ms. Montera and edit and revise her declaration. 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 8/25/2022 work on bill of costs; reseai·ch gross versus net caselaw and 
Thomas continue working on fee and expense motion; meet and confer 

with defense counsel about fee motion 
Blood, Paiiner 5.00 $960.00 $4,800.00 8/25/2022 Work on fee brief and related documents 
Timothy 
Straub, Associate 12.50 $575.00 $7,187.50 8/25/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorneys fees and costs including 
Craig time seai·ching and summarizing case law on hourly rates; edit 
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and revise Blood declaration in suppo1i of motion; search, 
collect, and summarize case law regarding gross fund 
percentages for the motion. 

Blood, Paiiner 6.00 $960.00 $5,760.00 8/26/2022 Work on fee and expense brief 
Timothv 
Straub, Associate 12.00 $575.00 $6,900.00 8/26/2022 Edit and revise motion for attorneys fees and costs including 
Craig time seai·ching and summarizing case law on homly rates; edit 

and revise Blood declai·ation in suppo1i of motion; seai·ch, 
collect, and summarize case law regarding gross fund 
percentages for the motion; prepare motion and Blood decl for 
filing 

Maytorena, Pai·alegal 6.00 $280.00 $1,680.00 8/26/2022 Review, cite check and edit motion for attorneys' fees 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 8/26/2022 continue work on mtn for attys fees and expenses and circulate 
Thomas same and coordinate with JND to update notice website to 

include fee motion for class members 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 9/6/2022 continue review of expense info requested by defendant; review 
Thomas and approve stip to continue schedule on fee motion briefing; 

draft and circulate stip on judgment allocation briefing 
Blood, Paiiner 0.25 $960.00 $240.00 9/8/2022 Follow up on stipulation regarding allocation plan 
Timothy 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 9/12/2022 Calendar briefing regarding Premier's motion for new trial and 
Dafne judgment as a matter of law 
Maytorena, Pai·alegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 9/13/2022 Calendar appeal dates 
Dafne 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.50 $710.00 $5,325.00 9/15/2022 working on opposition to new trial 
Thomas 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 8.00 $710.00 $5,680.00 9/16/2022 work on new trial opposition 
Thomas 
Blood, Paiiner 5.00 $960.00 $4,800.00 9/19/2022 Work on opposition to motion for new trial 
Timothy 
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O'Reardon, Partner 10.25 $710.00 $7,277.50 9/19/2022 continue working on opposition to new trial motion and send 
Thomas draft of same to TB and CS; work on opposition to Rule 50b 

motion 
Hmst, Leslie Partner 1.75 $810.00 $1,417.50 9/19/2022 draft mediation fo1m for 9th Cir. COA; final for filing 

Straub, Associate 5.50 $575.00 $3,162.50 9/19/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for new trial including time 
Craig searching, collecting, and summarizing trial transcript and case 

law. 
Straub, Associate 4.50 $575.00 $2,587.50 9/20/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for new trial including time 
Craig searching, collecting, and summarizing trial transcript and case 

law. 
Blood, Partner 4.00 $960.00 $3,840.00 9/20/2022 Work on opposition to motion for new trial 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 9.50 $710.00 $6,745.00 9/21/2022 continue working on renewed JMOL and send draft of same to 
Thomas TB and CS for review 
O'Reardon, Partner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 9/21/2022 continue working on opposition to renewed Rule 50(b) motion 
Thomas 
Straub, Associate 5.75 $575.00 $3,306.25 9/21/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for new trial including time 
Craig searching, collecting, and summarizing trial transcript and case 

law. 
Blood, Partner 4.50 $960.00 $4,320.00 9/22/2022 Work on oppositions to post trial motions 
Timothy 
Hmst, Leslie Partner 1.75 $810.00 $1,417.50 9/22/2022 finiher revisions to oppo to renewed mtn for JNOV 

O'Reardon, Paiiner 10.25 $710.00 $7,277.50 9/22/2022 work on oppositions to renewed JMOL and motion for new trial 
Thomas and circulate drafts of same 
Hmst, Leslie Paiiner 2.75 $810.00 $2,227.50 9/22/2022 work on opposition to renewed mtn for judgment NOV 

Straub, Associate 9.00 $575.00 $5,175.00 9/23/2022 Edit and revise opposition to motion for new trial including time 
Craig searching, collecting, and summarizing trial transcript and case 

law; prepare documents for filing and assist with filing. 
Blood, Paiiner 5.00 $960.00 $4,800.00 9/23/2022 Work on oppositions to post trial motions. 
Timothy 
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O'Reardon, Partner 8.50 $710.00 $6,035.00 9/23/2022 edit and finalizing opposition to new ti·ial motion and renewed 
Thomas MJOP 
Blood, Partner 2.00 $960.00 $1,920.00 9/26/2022 Work on opposition to motion to tax costs 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 9/26/2022 work on bill of costs reply and circulate same to TB and CS; 
Thomas begin drafting the fee motion reply 
Su-aub, Associate 5.75 $575.00 $3,306.25 9/26/2022 Edit and revise oppositions to bill of costs and plaintiff's motion 
Craig for attomeys's fees. 
Su-aub, Associate 6.00 $575.00 $3,450.00 9/27/2022 Edit and revise oppositions to bill of costs and plaintiff's motion 
Craig for attomeys's fees. 
O'Reardon, Partner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 9/27/2022 continue working on fee reply brief 
Thomas 
Su-aub, Associate 4.25 $575.00 $2,443.75 9/28/2022 Edit and revise oppositions to bill of costs and plaintiff's motion 
Craig for attomeys's fees including time spent searching, collecting, 

and summarizing case law. 
Blood, Partner 3.50 $960.00 $3,360.00 9/28/2022 Work on fee and cost reply briefs 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 12.00 $710.00 $8,520.00 9/28/2022 continue working on fee motion reply and circulate same to TB 
Thomas and CS; review TB edits to bill of cost reply and incorporate 

same 
Su-aub, Associate 5.50 $575.00 $3,162.50 9/29/2022 Edit and revise oppositions to bill of costs and plaintiff's motion 
Craig for attomeys's fees including time spent searching, collecting, 

and summarizing case law. 
Blood, Partner 7.00 $960.00 $6,720.00 9/29/2022 Work on fee and cost reply briefs 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Partner 11.00 $710.00 $7,810.00 9/29/2022 continue working on fee motion reply and bill of cost reply and 
Thomas coordinate with TB and CS about same 
Blood, Partner 7.00 $960.00 $6,720.00 9/30/2022 Work on reply briefs in suppo1i of fees, costs, and expenses. 
Timothy 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 9.00 $710.00 $6,390.00 9/30/2022 work on and finalize replies ISO bill of costs and mtn for attys 
Thomas fees and declarations iso same 
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Maytorena, Paralegal 3.00 $280.00 $840.00 9/30/2022 Review, cite and edit reply ISO motion for fees and reply ISO 
Dafne bill of costs 
Straub, Associate 6.25 $575.00 $3,593.75 9/30/2022 Edit and revise oppositions to bill of costs and plaintiffs motion 
Craig for attom eys's fees including time spent searching, collecting, 

and summarizing case law; prepare documents and 
conesponding declaration and exhibits for filing. 

Straub, Associate 3.00 $575.00 $1,725.00 10/4/2022 Edit and revise motion for review Clerk's Bill of Costs including 
Craig time researching and summarizing civil procedme and case law 

for the motion. 
O'Reardon, Partner 3.00 $710.00 $2,130.00 10/5/2022 review and revise the motion for review of clerk's bill of costs 
Thomas order 
Straub, Associate 7.00 $575.00 $4,025.00 10/5/2022 Edit and revise motion for review Clerk's Bill of Costs including 
Craig time researching and summarizing civil procedme and case law 

for the motion. 
O'Reardon, Partner 6.75 $710.00 $4,792.50 10/17/2022 research cases cited in premier's reply ISO renewed JMOL and 
Thomas continue preparing outline for hearing about same 
Maytorena, Paralegal 0.25 $280.00 $70.00 10/18/2022 Notify comi of counsel appearance regarding hearing on 
Dafne attomev fees 
O'Reardon, Paiiner 7.00 $710.00 $4,970.00 10/18/2022 continue prepai·ing outline and reseai·ching for hearing on 
Thomas renewed JMOL, and work on outline for fee and expense mtn 

heai·ing; review order on fees and call about same 
Blood, Paiiner 0.50 $960.00 $480.00 10/18/2022 Review and analyze order on motion for new ti·ial, judgment, 
Timothy and fees motions, telephone conference with G. Iredale and T. 

O'Reardon regai·ding same. 
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